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I. Introduction 

Economists since Adam Smith (1776) have emphasized that profit-motivated entrepreneurs 

spur innovation and improvements in living standards. According to this view, entrepreneurs 

undertake costly and risky investments to develop better goods, services, and production processes, 

with corresponding effects on factor markets and economic growth.1 

Yet, a substantial body of research—using data on the self-employed to draw inferences about 

entrepreneurship—concludes that entrepreneurship does not pay (e.g., Borjas and Bronars 1989; 

Evans and Leighton 1989; and Hamilton 2000). Even after accounting for the underreporting of 

business income, Hamilton (2000) finds that the median self-employed individual has lower initial 

earnings and slower earnings growth than that of a salaried worker with the same observed traits.2 

Since entrepreneurship apparently does not yield pecuniary returns, many argue that people are 

attracted into entrepreneurship by some combination of (a) the non-pecuniary benefits, such as being 

“one’s own boss” (Hamilton 2000; Hurst and Pugsley 2011), (b) the fat right tail of the earnings 

distribution associated with self-employment, and (c) the “over confidence” that entrepreneurs have 

in their own business acumen (Bernardo and Welch 2001; De Meza and Southey 1996). 

The puzzle goes beyond earnings. Not only are the median earnings of the self-employed 

comparatively low, they have similar traits to those of salaried workers. As documented below, they 

have similar education, score similarly on learning aptitude tests and self-esteem evaluations as 

teenagers, and have parents with similar education and income. If the self-employed are a good proxy 

for “growth-creating innovators,” it is both puzzling that their cognitive abilities and noncognitive 

traits are similar to those of their salaried counterparts and that they earn less. 

                                                        
1 See, for example, Schumpeter (1942), Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979), Kanbur (1979), Jovanovic (1979), Holmes and 
Schmitz (1990), Romer (1990), and Aghion and Howitt (2009). 
2 Using a different approach that compares the returns to private and public equity investments, Moskowitz and Vissing-
Jorgensen (2002) also find that entrepreneurship typically fails to yield pecuniary returns. 
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Perhaps, self-employment is not a good proxy for entrepreneurship. Glaeser (2007) argues 

that self-employment aggregates together different types of activities and individuals, making “little 

distinction between Michael Bloomberg and a hot dog vendor.” While some of the self-employed are 

high-ability, innovative individuals who mobilized capital to create novel products and undertake 

risky ventures, others engage in qualitatively different business activities. For instance, Evans and 

Leighton (1989) hold that many self-employed are small retail business owners who did not succeed 

as salaried workers; they are not “growth-creating innovators.”  

In this paper, we offer a new approach for creating a better proxy for entrepreneurship and use 

this proxy (1) to assess the cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits associated with the self-sorting 

of individuals into entrepreneurship and other employment types, i.e., to assess who becomes an 

entrepreneur and (2) to evaluate the Mincerian returns to entrepreneurship, i.e., to evaluate whether 

entrepreneurship pays. To better identify people engaged in entrepreneurship, we disaggregate the 

self-employed into two groups—the incorporated and unincorporated. While past work proxies for 

“entrepreneurs” by distinguishing between the salaried and self-employed, we attempt to better proxy 

for entrepreneurs by further distinguishing between the incorporated and unincorporated self-

employed. History motivates this disaggregation. 

Over several centuries, people created the incorporated business structure with the explicit 

goal of fostering entrepreneurship—investment in large, long-gestation, innovative, and risky 

activities (e.g., Chandler 1977; Harris 2000). Specifically, incorporation has two defining 

characteristics—limited liability and a separate legal identity—that facilitate entrepreneurship. 

Limited liability reduces the potential downside losses to equity holders, increasing the appeal of 

purchasing equity in high-risk, high-expected return projects. A separate legal identity means that 

corporations can own property and enter into contracts independently of shareholders. This means 
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that shareholder-specific shocks are less likely to disrupt firm activities, increasing the appeal of 

investing in large, long-gestation projects.  

Incorporation is not appropriate for all businesses, however. Besides the additional direct 

costs of incorporation, such as charting and annual fees and the preparation of more elaborate 

financial and disclosure statements, considerable research focuses on the indirect agency costs 

created by the separation of ownership and control (e.g., Berle and Means 1932, Meckling and Jensen 

1976, Fama 1980, and Myers and Majluf 1984). Therefore, when people initiate less innovative, 

smaller, and shorter-gestation activities that do not benefit much from the limited liability and 

independent legal identity traits of the corporation, they are more likely to select the unincorporated 

form. Below, we present evidence supporting our maintained hypothesis that the choice of the 

incorporated of unincorporated business structure reflects the ex ante nature of planned activities and 

not merely the ex post performance of businesses. 

To examine who becomes an entrepreneur and whether it pays, we use the March 

Supplements of the Current Population Survey (CPS) and the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 

1979 (NLSY79). Although the CPS surveys a larger cross-section of individuals, the NLSY79 traces 

individuals through time, so that we can decompose earnings into individual and employment-type 

effects (e.g., incorporated, unincorporated, and salaried). Also, the NLSY79 has information on 

cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits before individuals become prime age workers, including 

data on learning aptitude (AFQT score), personality traits, such as self-esteem, and the degree to 

which the individual engages in illicit activities. We use this information to study sorting into the 

different employment types on these traits and the returns to these traits in each employment type.  

We find that the incorporated self-employed earn much more per hour and work many more 

hours than the salaried and unincorporated. After conditioning on standard Mincerian characteristics, 

the incorporated self-employed have average residual hourly earnings that are 48% greater and 
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median residual earnings that are 28% greater than their salaried counterparts. We also find that the 

median unincorporated individual earns less per hour than his salaried counterpart and much less than 

a comparable incorporated worker. This helps explain the puzzle concerning the negative pecuniary 

returns to self-employment: the incorporated earn more than salaried workers, the unincorporated 

earn less, and there are more unincorporated than incorporated individuals.  

Although the higher earnings of the incorporated self-employed partially reflect returns to 

individual traits, there is an additional increase in residual earnings associated with the actual switch 

into incorporated self-employment. Individuals that incorporate at some point in their lives earn about 

30% more on average as salaried workers than comparable salaried workers who never incorporate: 

some people have traits associated with both higher earnings, regardless of employment type, and a 

greater tendency to incorporate. Nevertheless, when controlling for individual effects, individual-

trend effects, and many additional robustness tests, workers enjoy an 18% boost in average residual 

hourly earnings when switching from salaried to incorporated self-employment. Thus, this is the first 

paper to show that entrepreneurs tend (1) to be successful salaried workers before becoming 

incorporated self-employed and (2) to enjoy an additional boost in earnings when they become 

entrepreneurs. It is a small group of successful salaried workers with a particular constellation of 

cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits that become incorporated self-employed. 

The results are very different for the unincorporated self-employed. People that become 

unincorporated self-employed during their careers tend to earn less as salaried workers than 

comparable salaried workers that never become self-employed. While there is positive sorting on 

salaried earnings into incorporated self-employment, it is the comparably unsuccessful salaried 

workers that sort into unincorporated self-employment. 

The distribution of the residual hourly earnings of the self-employed, especially the 

incorporated self-employed, has much fatter tails than that of salaried workers, suggesting that there 
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is a large option value associated with entrepreneurship. For example, people that are successful 

when they are incorporated (90th-percentile of the residual hourly earnings distribution of the 

incorporated) tend to enjoy 70 percent more earnings than their earnings as successful salaried 

workers (90th-percentile of the residual hourly earnings distribution of the salaried). Although we do 

not assess the risk adjusted investment returns to starting a business, as we do not account for the full 

array of costs and risks, we do show that earnings distributions differ markedly across employment 

types and the residual hourly earnings distribution of the incorporated has notably fat tails. 

Entrepreneurship offers the possibility of comparably enormous increases in earnings. 

There is strong sorting into employment types based on cognitive and noncognitive traits. The 

incorporated are more educated and more likely to come from high-earning, two-parent families than 

salaried workers. Furthermore, even as teenagers, people that incorporate later in life tend to score 

higher on learning aptitude tests, exhibit greater self-esteem, indicate that they aspire to be 

managers/leaders later in life, and engage in more aggressive, illicit, and risky activities than other 

people.  

Moreover, it is a particular mixture of pre-labor market traits that is most powerfully 

associated with entrepreneurship.3 People who both engaged in illicit activities as teenagers and 

scored highly on learning aptitude tests have a much higher tendency to become entrepreneurs than 

others without this particular mixture of traits. Along most of these dimensions, the unincorporated 

are on the other end of the spectrum, with lower values than salaried workers. This helps account for 

the puzzling observation that the self-employed and salaried workers have similar traits: aggregating 

                                                        
3 We are not the first to stress that entrepreneurship involves a special mixture of skills. Lazear (2004, 2005) 
explains that entrepreneurs must be jacks-of-all-trades that have the skills to marshal all of the factors of 
production efficiently. We empirically demonstrate how particular pre-labor market traits explain entry both into 
entrepreneurship and success as an entrepreneur. 
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the incorporated and unincorporated masks crucial differences about the traits of people that sort into 

each self-employment type. 

We also discover that many of the same cognitive and noncognitive traits that explain sorting 

into incorporated self-employment also account for the differential earnings association with 

becoming an incorporated business owner, suggesting a link between the expected returns to 

entrepreneurship and the tendency to become an entrepreneur. People with both the skills to succeed 

as salaried employees and the inclination to break-the-rules (as measured by illicit activities as a 

youth) tend receive much larger increases in earnings when they become incorporated self-employed 

business owners than people without that combination of traits. Yet, this combination of traits does 

not account for comparative success in salaried employment or unincorporated self-employment. 

While past research shows the importance of noncognitive traits for labor market outcomes (Bowles 

et al. 2001; Heckman and Rubinstein, 2001; Heckman et al. 2006; Heckman, 2000), we document 

that some mixtures of traits are more highly remunerated in incorporated self-employment than in 

other employment types.   

A range of evidence supports our hypothesis that the choice of creating an incorporated or 

unincorporated business reflects the planned business activity, not simply it’s ex post performance. 

First, one might argue that successful unincorporated businesses eventually incorporate, for tax or 

other reasons, while unsuccessful ones do not. If this were the case, we should observe that a large 

proportion of the incorporated were first successful unincorporated business owners. But, this is not 

the case. Only 0.1 percent of the unincorporated self-employed incorporate annually. Second, if 

incorporation simply reflected earlier success, then we should observe an increase in earnings before 

a person switches into incorporation. But, this is not the case either. Third, individuals who choose to 

incorporate (a) have distinct cognitive and noncognitive traits before they enter the labor market and 

(b) work many more hours after incorporating. Fourth, the incorporated view themselves as 
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entrepreneurs to a greater degree than the unincorporated. When NLSY79 asks individuals whether 

they are “entrepreneurs,” i.e., whether they launched a business enterprise with considerable initiative 

and risk, 66% of the incorporated respond that they are entrepreneurs, compared to only 45% of the 

unincorporated. Fifth, those that incorporate are more than twice as likely to have contributed work 

leading to a patent application as other individuals. These findings suggest that incorporation is not 

merely the result of high earnings; rather, people seem to choose whether to organize as incorporated 

or unincorporated businesses based on their planned business activities, and these plans are in turn 

shaped by several factors, including their pre-labor market traits.  

It is valuable to clarify that we do not evaluate the causal impact of incorporation on earnings. 

That is, we do not—and do not seek to—assess the impact of randomly making a typical person 

incorporated self-employed. Indeed, we show that those who choose to become incorporated self-

employed are not typical; they have very distinct cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits and these 

traits pay positive Mincerian returns when employed in incorporated self-employment. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses how corporations facilitate 

entrepreneurship. Sections III and IV analyze the CPS and NLSY79 data, respectively. Section V 

evaluates the distributions of hourly earnings and Section VI examines the differential returns to 

cognitive and noncognitive traits by employment type. In Section VII, we sketch a model that frames 

our empirical findings about the sorting of individuals into different employment types and the 

comparative earnings associated with this self-sorting. Section VIII concludes. 
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II. Incorporated and Unincorporated Business Structures 

The incorporated business structure has two quintessential characteristics: a separate legal 

identity and limited liability. Having a separate legal identity means the corporation can (a) enter into 

contracts and own property independently of its owners, (b) survive longer than any particular owner, 

and (c) operate with few disruptions even when shares are traded. Having limited liability means 

owners are not fully responsible for the debts and other obligations of the firm.  

These characteristics can foster entrepreneurial activities. Since potential purchasers of equity 

find it unappealing to assume unlimited liability for a firm’s obligations, limited liability can increase 

the attractiveness of purchasing equity, especially shares in more opaque, riskier businesses. And, if a 

business has a separate legal identity from its owners, ownership can change without disrupting firm 

operations. Thus, idiosyncratic shocks affecting particular owners are less likely to hinder the 

continuity of the business, increasing the appeal of investing in it.  

People developed these characteristics of the incorporated business structure over several 

centuries for the explicit purpose of facilitating entrepreneurship, as discussed in Braudel (1982), 

Chandler (1954, 1965, 1977), Goetzmann and Rowenhorst (2005), Harris (2000), Lopez (1976), and 

Malmendier (2009). While corporate taxes might differ along some dimensions, the historical record 

shows that taxes did not drive the creation and use of incorporated enterprises (Baskin and Miranti 

1997; Harris, 2000). Rather, the incorporated business form is the result of the pragmatic, 

entrepreneur-led push to create a legal organization more conducive to innovative, risky activities 

than unincorporated businesses. 

Research also emphasizes the costs of incorporation. Incorporation typically involves greater 

direct costs, such as chartering costs, annual fees, preparing more elaborate financial statements, 

organizing board meetings, keeping records of those meetings, and satisfying unemployment 

insurance payments. Incorporation also tends to increase indirect costs, including agency and 
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organizational complexities. From Adam Smith (1776) to Berle and Means (1932) to modern 

corporate finance theory, economists have stressed that limited liability and the separation of 

ownership from control intensify an array of frictions.  

Consequently, we expect that people select the incorporated or unincorporated business form 

based on the planned nature of their business activities. For example, when a person starting a 

business views the potential benefits from incorporation—limited liability and a separate legal 

entity—as more important for the functioning of the business than the potential costs, the person will 

choose the incorporated form. Therefore, we interpret the choice of incorporated self-employment as 

signaling, albeit imperfectly, the undertaking of entrepreneurial activities, and the choice of the 

unincorporated business form as indicating the undertaking of different types of activities. 

For these reasons—and others discussed below, we use the incorporated self-employed as a 

proxy for “entrepreneurs” and argue that it is a better proxy for entrepreneurship than the 

conventional approach of using the aggregate group of incorporated and unincorporated self-

employed. We do not argue that all incorporated self-employed individuals engage in novel, risky, 

large, and long-gestation projects. And, we do not claim that no salaried or unincorporated self-

employed individuals engage in entrepreneurial activities.  Rather, we hold that incorporation was 

created to facilitate novel, risky activities and hence people initiating such entrepreneurial activities 

are more likely to choose this business form than people initiating other types of businesses. In turn, 

given the added direct and indirect costs associated with incorporation, the plumber, electrician, and 

carpenter undertaking less novel businesses will tend to choose the unincorporated business form.  
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III. Earnings and Characteristics of Different Employment Types: CPS 

A. Data and summary statistics 

In this section, we take a first glance at the sorting of individuals into different employment 

types—salaried, unincorporated self-employed, and incorporated self-employed—and their earnings 

using the March Annual Demographic Survey files of the CPS for the work years 1994 through 2010. 

We start in 1994 because the measure of incorporation changed following the redesign of the CPS in 

1994 (Hipple 2010) and the period starting in 1994 corresponds closely to the relevant years from the 

NLSY79. For the summary statistics, we include prime age workers (25 through 55 years old) who 

do not: live within group quarters, have missing data on relevant demographics, work in agriculture 

or the military, or have allocated earnings. Consistent with much research, the sample used for 

earnings regressions includes only white, non-Hispanic males.  

The CPS classifies all workers in each year as either salaried or self-employed, and among the 

self-employed, they indicate whether the person is incorporated or unincorporated self-employed. 

Specifically, individuals are asked about their employment class for their main job: “Were you 

employed by a government, by a private company, a nonprofit organization, or were you self-

employed (or working in a family business)?” Those responding that they are self-employed are 

further asked, “Is this business incorporated?”4 In terms of occupation, about half of the incorporated 

self-employed are managers and no other three digit occupation accounts for more than 3.5% of the 

incorporated self-employed. Physicians and surgeons (3.3%), lawyers (3.3%), and accountants 

(1.3%) combine to account for less than 8% of incorporated self-employment. With respect to the 

                                                        
4 With respect to legal and tax definitions, there are many types of corporations and hybrid institutions. Most typically, C 
corporations are taxed separately from their owners. S corporations have no more than 100 shareholders and all income is 
passed through to shareholders for tax purposes. In terms of hybrid institutions, there are limited liability limited 
partnerships, limited liability partnerships, limited partnerships, etc. Conceptually, for this paper, incorporation involves 
limited liability and a separate legal identity. Empirically, the CPS and NLSY79 provide the self-reported classifications. 
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unincorporated, about 25% are managers. Carpenters (9.2%), truck drivers (4.6%), and automobile 

mechanics (3.5%) combine to account for about 17% of unincorporated self-employment.  

Table 1 provides summary statistics about the age, race, gender, education, and labor market 

outcomes of individuals reported as working while distinguishing among salaried workers, all self-

employed workers, the unincorporated self-employed, and the incorporated self-employed. Hourly 

earnings are defined as real annual earnings divided by the product of weekly working hours and 

annual working weeks, where the Consumer Price Index is used to deflate earnings to 2010 dollars. 

All CPS calculations are weighted using the March supplement weights. 

Consistent with earlier findings, Table 1 shows that compared to the aggregate group of self-

employed individuals, salaried workers earn more per hour, work about the same number of hours, 

and have similar educational attainment. For example, salaried workers have on average 13.7 years of 

education, while the self-employed have 13.9. These summary statistics confirm the puzzle emerging 

from the extant literature: If entrepreneurship drives technological innovation and growth, it is odd 

that the self-employed, which are often used to draw inferences about entrepreneurship, earn less, 

work the same number of hours, and have similar traits as salaried workers. 

In contrast to past work, our demarcation between incorporated and unincorporated self-

employment highlights two differences. First, the median incorporated self-employed worker earns 

much more per hour—and works many more hours—than the median salaried and unincorporated 

individual. Indeed, median hourly earnings of the incorporated are about 80 percent greater than that 

of the unincorporated self-employed and 33 percent more than salaried employees. 

Second, the incorporated self-employed have distinct demographic and educational traits. The 

incorporated tend to be disproportionately white, male, and highly educated.  For example, while 

about 71 percent of prime age individuals were white during the sample period, whites account for 84 

percent of the incorporated self-employed. Similarly, women account for 48 percent of the sample of 
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workers, but only 28 percent of the incorporated self-employed. Furthermore, the incorporated self-

employed are much more educated than salaried workers—and more still than unincorporated 

workers. While 32 percent of salaried workers graduated from college, 46 percent of the incorporated 

self-employed had a college degree (or above) during the period from 1994 to 2010. Simply 

comparing salaried and self-employed workers conceals huge differences across employment types. 

 

B. Transitions across employment types 

Besides further illustrating the sorting of individuals into different employment types, we can 

address a concern with our demarcation between incorporated and unincorporated self-employment: 

perhaps, businesses begin as unincorporated and the successful ones incorporate. If such an 

organizational lifecycle characterizes business, it would imply that incorporation is simply an ex post 

choice made by successful businesses rather than an ex ante choice made by people selecting the 

most effective organizational form in which to engage in distinct business activities.  

Table 2 provides transition matrices for individuals across employment types. Although the 

CPS is not a longitudinal study, it does ask about both employment and earnings in the previous year. 

The CPS classifies respondents by the job that they held for the longest time during the previous year. 

Based on these data, we compute the transition of workers into and out of employment types. In 

particular, each cell of Table 2’s Panel A gives the percentage of workers of a particular employment 

type last year that are in each particular employment type this year. The upper-left cell, therefore, 

indicates that 96.6 percent of workers who were salaried last year are salaried this year (during the 

week that they were surveyed). The next cell down indicates that 0.8% of the workers who were 

salaried last year are incorporated self-employed this year. Each cell of Panel B gives the median 

hourly earnings last year of individuals that made each transition illustrated in Panel A. Thus, the 

upper-left cell indicates that the median earnings of individuals last year that remained salaried this 
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year are $22,700. The next cell down indicates that individuals that transited from salaried to 

incorporated self-employment were higher earning salaried workers last year ($26,800) than those 

that remained salaried workers. Panel C provides the median year of education last year for each 

transition cell. 

Table 2 has two interrelated messages. First, there is positive sorting into incorporated self-

employment on earnings and education and negative sorting into unincorporated self-employment on 

these traits. It is the comparatively high-paid, high-educated individuals that tend to transit into 

incorporated self-employment from salaried and unincorporated employment, and it is the relatively 

low-paid, low-educated people that disproportionately transit into unincorporated self-employment. 

Second, very few people transit from unincorporated to incorporated self-employment. 

Specifically, only 0.1 percent of the unincorporated self-employed incorporate and only a small 

fraction of the population is unincorporated (6% as shown in Table 1). In contrast, salaried workers 

compose 90 percent of the working population (Table 1) and a larger fraction of these salaried 

workers (0.8 percent) become incorporated self-employed annually: the bulk of the incorporated self-

employed transited from salaried employment.5 Thus, although there is positive sorting into 

incorporated self-employment in general—and from the unincorporated in particular, trivially few 

unincorporated self-employed transit into incorporated self-employment.  

 

C. Residual hourly earnings and different employment types 

We now evaluate the relationship between hourly earnings and employment types while 

controlling for standard demographics (such as a quartic expression for potential work experience and 

dummy variables for six education categories), as well as year, state, industry, and occupation fixed 

                                                        
5 We obtain the same results reported below when omitting individuals that transit between self-employment types. 
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effects.6 We present the regression results for the sample of white, prime age (25-55) males, who 

work full-time, full-year to focus on a comparatively homogeneous sample of individuals, though the 

results are robust to expanding the sample. To allow for nonpositive self-employment earnings, we 

examine hourly earnings rather than log hourly earnings. 

Table 3 presents 8 regressions, where the dependent variable is hourly earnings. For the Panel 

A regressions, the main explanatory variable is self-employed, which is a dummy variable that equals 

one if the individual is either incorporated or unincorporated self-employed and equals zero if the 

individual is a salaried worker. For the Panel B regressions, the main explanatory variables are 

incorporated and unincorporated, where incorporated (unincorporated) equals one if the individual is 

incorporated (unincorporated) self-employed and zero otherwise. We present OLS regressions and 

quantile regressions at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of the hourly earnings distribution. In the 

OLS regressions, residuals are clustered at the state level. For the quantile regressions, the findings 

hold when computing the bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates based on 500 

random samples with replacement.  

Table 3 yields three major findings. First, consistent with past findings, the median self-

employed earns less than his salaried counterpart (regression 2).  For example, residual hourly 

earnings of the self-employed are about 15 percent lower than their salaried counterparts.  

Second, the median incorporated self-employed earns more than his salaried and 

unincorporated counterparts, while the median residual hourly earnings of the unincorporated self-

employed are substantially lower than salaried and incorporated counterparts. From regression (6), 

the median residual hourly earnings of the incorporated self-employed are 3.8 percent greater than 

                                                        
6 Potential work experience (pwe) equals age minus years of schooling minus seven (or zero if this computation is 
negative). The quartic expression includes pwe, pwe2, pwe3, and pwe4, which are included in the hourly wage regressions.  
The education categories are: (i) completed less than 9th grade, (ii) completed between 9th and 11th grade, (iii) graduated 
from high school, (iv) had some college education, (v) graduated from college, and (vi) obtained an advanced degree. 
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that of the median salaried worker, while the median residual hourly earnings of the unincorporated 

self-employed are 29.7 percent lower than that of salaried counterparts.  

These two findings account for the literature’s puzzling results on self-employment. After 

controlling for individual characteristics, the median incorporated person earns more than his salaried 

counterpart, while the median unincorporated earns less. Since there are more unincorporated than 

incorporated self-employed, regressions that do not distinguish between these two self-employment 

types find that the median self-employed worker earns less than a comparable salaried worker.  

Third, the earnings distribution of the incorporated self-employed has much “fatter” tails than 

the earnings distribution of salaried workers. To see this, first compare regressions (5) and (6). 

Average residual hourly earnings of the incorporated (regression 5) are about 26 percent greater than 

those of the average salaried worker, while median residual hourly earnings of the incorporated 

(regression 6) are 3.8 percent greater. Next, consider the quantile regressions (6) – (8). Residual 

hourly earnings of the incorporated at the 25th-percentile of the hourly earnings distribution of 

incorporated self-employed are about 12 percent less than those of a comparable salaried worker at 

the 25th-percentile of salaried earnings, but residual hourly earnings of the incorporated at the 75th-

percentile of the earnings distribution for incorporated self-employed are about 22 percent more than 

those of a comparable salaried worker. When the incorporated are successful, they tend to be much 

more successful than successful salaried workers.7 We return to these distributional issues below. 

 

                                                        
7 The same patterns hold for the unincorporated, though the entire earnings distribution is shifted to the left. For example, 
while median residual unincorporated earnings are 30 percent less per hour than salaried counterparts (regression 6), 
successful unincorporated individuals (75th-percentile of the distribution of earnings for unincorporated self-employed) 
earn only 14 percent less than successful salaried counterparts (75th-percentile of the distribution of earnings of salaried 
workers), as reported in regression (8). And, unsuccessful unincorporated individuals (25 percentile) earn a full 51 percent 
less per hour than unsuccessful salaried counterparts (regression 7). 
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D. Discussion and interpretation 

Distinguishing between the incorporated and unincorporated provides startlingly different 

perspectives about entrepreneurship from those in the literature. Using incorporated in particular, 

rather than self-employment in general, as a proxy for entrepreneurship, we find that entrepreneurs 

are more highly educated, work more hours, and earn more per hour than salaried workers or the 

unincorporated self-employed. Further, we find positive sorting into incorporated self-employment 

on earnings and education, negative sorting into unincorporated self-employment on those same traits, 

and almost no transitions between the incorporate and unincorporated forms of self-employment. 

These findings are consistent with the view that people with different traits choose the incorporated 

and unincorporated business form when starting different business activities. 

While illustrative, the higher median residual hourly earnings of the incorporated self-

employed might simply reflect unobserved (to the econometrician) traits that both yield higher 

earnings and increase the likelihood of incorporation. The more productive traits of the incorporated, 

such as higher education, suggest the possibility of non-trivial selection into incorporation based on 

unobservable traits. To address the degree to which observed and unobserved individual traits 

account for the higher earnings of the incorporated self-employed and the degree to which these 

differential earnings reflect the returns to different employment activities, we turn to the NLSY79. 
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IV. Earnings, Characteristics, and Selection Among Employment Types: NLSY79 

In this section, we use the NLSY79 to examine the selection of individuals into the different 

employment types based on wide-array of cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits and then assess 

the change in an individual’s earnings when he switches among employment types. We first describe 

the advantages of the NLSY79 relative to the CPS, including the NLSY79’s unique information on 

each individual’s cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits. We then turn to selection and earnings. 

 

A. The NLSY79: Longitudinal data and pre-labor market traits 

The NLSY79 is a representative survey of 12,686 individuals who were 15-22 years old when 

they were first surveyed in 1979. We use the cross-sectional sample (6,111 individuals), the 

supplemental samples (5,295 individuals), and the military sample (1,280 individuals). Individuals 

were surveyed annually through 1994 and have since been surveyed biennially. We use survey years 

1979 through 2010. Since nobody in our sample is above the age of 55, the NLSY79 sample 

corresponds to that of the CPS analyses.8  

Although the NLSY79 surveys a smaller cross section of people than the CPS, the NLSY79 

has several advantages. First, since the NLSY79 traces individuals through time, we examine what 

happens to earnings when a person changes employment type. Furthermore, the longitudinal nature of 

the data means that we can address biases associated with examining cross-sectional data that does 

not account for how long people are in each employment type. In particular, Manso (2013) stresses 

that entrepreneurial experimentation, whereby successful innovators remain entrepreneurs while 

unsuccessful ones return to salaried employment, can explain the finding that the self-employed earn 

less than salaried workers when research simply examine a cross-section of workers.  

                                                        
8 Although Fairlie (2005) and Fairlie and Meyer (1996) document the similarities between CPS and NLSY samples, 
we note that the NLSY draws on a younger sample of individuals. Since the incorporated self-employed are older 
than other employment types, a smaller percentage of the NLSY sample is incorporated than the CPS sample.  
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Second, because almost all individuals (about 90%) work as salaried workers before they 

become self-employed, we examine the selection of salaried workers into incorporated and 

unincorporated self-employment based on their earnings as salaried workers. We assess whether it is 

the comparatively successful salaried workers who disproportionately sort into entrepreneurship.  

Third, since the NLSY79 provides information about the traits of individuals before they 

become prime age workers, we examine the sorting of individuals into different employment types 

based on these pre-labor market traits. 

In particular, the NLSY79 provides unique information on individual and family traits. To 

measure cognitive ability, we use the NLSY79’s AFQT score (Armed Forces Qualifications Test 

score), which measures the aptitude and trainability of each individual. Collected during the 1980 

NLSY79 survey, the AFQT score is based on information concerning arithmetic reasoning, world 

knowledge, paragraph comprehension, and numerical operations. It is frequently employed as a 

general indicator of cognitive skills and learning aptitude. This AFQT score is measured as a 

percentile of the NLSY79 survey, with a median value of 50. 

We also use the Rosenberg Self-Esteem score, which is based on a ten-part questionnaire 

given to all NLSY79 participants in 1980. It measures the degree of approval or disapproval of one’s 

self and has been widely used in psychology and economics (Bowles et al., 2001; Heckman et al., 

2006). The values range from six to 30, where higher values signify greater self-approval. 

To measure the degree to which individuals believe they have internal control of their lives 

through self-determination relative to the degree that external factors, such as chance, fate, and luck, 

shape their lives. This is measured by the Rotter Locus of Control, which was collected as part of a 

psychometric test in the 1979 NLSY79 survey. The Rotter Locus of Control ranges from four to 16, 

where higher values signify less internal control and more external control.  
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To measure the aspirations of individuals before they enter the labor markets, we use 

information from the following question that the NLSY79 posed in 1979: "What type of job would 

you most like to be trained for?" The NLSY79 provides a menu of options. Managerial Aspirations 

is set equal to one if the individual selects “managers, officials, and proprietors,” while Professional 

Aspirations is set equal to one if the individual selects "professional, technical, and kindred." These 

measures of “aspirations” are set equal to zero if the individual selects a different answer from the 

menu of options, such as “craftsmen, foremen, and kindred,” or “armed forces,” or “farmers,” etc. 

To measure the aggressive, risk taking, “break-the-rules,” behavior of individuals, we use the 

Illicit Activity Index which measures the degree to which an individual reports engaging in 

illicit/delinquent activities when surveyed in 1980. The index is based on 23 questions, covering 

themes associated with skipping school, use of alcohol and marijuana, vandalism, shoplifting, drug 

dealing, robbery, assault, and gambling. For each question, we assign the value zero if the person 

ever engaged in that activity and zero otherwise. To obtain the index, we simply add these values and 

divide by 23. Thus, the Illicit Activity Index ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values signifying more 

illicit behaviors.9 We also report results using the answers to some of the individual questions, such 

as whether the person ever used force to obtain things (Force), stole something of $50 or less (Steal 

50 or less), and whether the person was Stopped by the Police.  

We use additional information on each individual’s pre-labor market family traits, including 

data on parental education, whether the individual lived in a two-parent family at the age of 14, and 

family income in 1979, measured in 2010 dollars. 

                                                        
9 While the Illicit Activity Index might proxy (inversely) for risk aversion, our analyses caution against this 
presumption and hence highlight the degree to which the Illicit Activity Index measures the aggressive, illicit 
activities of individuals as youths. After controlling for other traits, we find that there is not a strong association 
between the Illicit Activity Index (measured in 1980) and a risk aversion indicator that assesses how much a 
person would sell an item with an expected, though risky, future value of $5,000 (measured in 2006). 
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The NLSY also posed new questions in 2010 that provide helpful information in assessing the 

validity of using the unincorporated and incorporated self-employed as indicators of the ex ante 

nature of the business venture. To measure the degree to which an individual consider himself to be 

an entrepreneur, we use Entrepreneur, which equals one if the respondent in 2010 answers "yes" to 

the question, "Do you consider yourself to be an entrepreneur?” In posing the question, the NLSY79 

defines an entrepreneur as “someone who launches a business enterprise, usually with considerable 

initiative and risk." To provide some information on the degree to which the individual is engaged in 

an innovative activity, we use Applied for Patent, which equals one if the respondent in 2010 

answered, "yes" to the question, "Has anyone, including yourself, ever applied for a patent for work 

that you significantly contributed to?" 

 

B. The earnings and characteristics of individuals by employment type 

Panels A-C of Table 4 show that the summary statistics from the NLSY79 about age, race, 

gender, education, and labor market outcomes are similar to those from the CPS.10 First, the median 

earnings of salaried workers are greater than those of the self-employed. Second, this conceals 

enormous differences between the incorporated and unincorporated self-employed. The median 

incorporated self-employed individual earns 41 percent more per hour and works 27 percent more 

hours than the median salaried worker. While the median unincorporated self-employed works about 

the same as a typical salaried worker, his or her earnings per hour are about 21 percent less than those 

of the median salaried worker. Third, the incorporated self-employed tend to be disproportionately 

white, male, and highly educated, while the unincorporated tend to be even less educated than 

salaried workers. The incorporated are notably different from the unincorporated self-employed.  

                                                        
10 Since the basic unit of analysis is an individual-year observation and some people work in different employment types 
during their careers, we weight by the number of years the person worked in each type when providing summary statistics 
about fixed characteristics by employment type. 
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Individuals who become incorporated self-employed tend to display strikingly distinct 

cognitive, noncognitive, and family characteristics along four key dimensions before they enter the 

labor market (Panel D of Table 4). First, in terms of family background, the incorporated self-

employed come from comparatively (1) high-income families as measured by family income in 1979, 

(2) well-educated families as measured by the education of the individual’s parents, and (3) “stable” 

families as measured by whether the individual lived in a two parent family at the age of 14, which 

are consistent with the work of Bernardo and Welch (2001), De Meza and Southey (1996), and 

Dawson, De Meza, Henley, and Arabsheibani (2011). Second, people that become incorporated self-

employed had (1) higher “ability” as measured by large AFQT values, (2) stronger self-esteem as 

measured by the high Rosenberg scores, and (3) a stronger sense that they control their futures, rather 

than having their futures determined by fate or luck, as measured by low Rotter Locus of Control 

scores. Third, on career ambitions, individuals that later become incorporated self-employed were 

almost twice as likely as others to have indicated that they wanted to be managers or proprietors 

before they entered the labor market. Fourth, people that spend more of their prime age working 

years as incorporated self-employed engaged in more illicit activities as youths. For example, the 

incorporated self-employed are twice as likely as salaried workers to report having taken something 

by force as youths; they are 44 percent more likely to have been stopped by the police; and, the 

incorporated self-employed have an overall illicit activity index, which is measured when they were 

between the ages of 15 and 22, that is almost three times greater than the index for salaried workers. 

All of these differences are statistically significant when using simple cross group t-tests.  

In terms of these ex ante characteristics, it is perhaps unsurprising that entrepreneurship is 

associated with high cognitive aptitude, exceptional confidence in one’s abilities, and aspirations to 

be leaders, but it is perhaps more surprising entrepreneurs tend to engage in more illicit activities as 

youths than those that never become incorporated self-employed.  As noted by Steve Wozniak, the 
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co-founder of Apple, who hacked telephone systems early in his career, "... I think that misbehavior 

is very strongly correlated with and responsible for creative thought.”(Kushner, 2012) 

Furthermore, after working for a couple of decades, the incorporated self-employed are more 

likely to describe themselves as “entrepreneurs” and more likely to have contributed to a patent. 

Panel E of Table 4 shows that 65% of the incorporated self-employed define themselves as 

entrepreneurs (Entrepreneur) in 2012, i.e., as somebody who “launches a business enterprise, usually 

with considerable risk and initiative.” But, only 44% of the unincorporated and 17% of salaried 

workers categorized themselves as entrepreneurs. And, the incorporated self-employed are more than 

twice as likely as other people to have contributed work toward a patent application (Applied for 

Patent). We sharpen these analyses by first conditioning out those parts of Entrepreneur and Applied 

for Patent that are explained by education, gender, race, and year of birth. We then standardized the 

residuals for this regression to obtain Entrepreneur Residuals (standardized) and Applied for Patent 

Residuals (standardized). Using these standardized residuals, Table 4 shows that the incorporated are 

more likely to classify themselves as entrepreneurs—and much more likely to have contributed work 

to a patent—than other self-employed individuals. These findings are consistent with our strategy of 

using the incorporated self-employed as a better proxy for those engaged in entrepreneurial activities 

than using the aggregate group of self-employed.  

 

C. Selection on observable cognitive and noncognitive traits: Multinomial Logit 

We now use multinomial logit regressions to isolate which pre-labor market traits have an 

independent association with employment choices. Table 5 provides regressions of employment type 

on gender, race, a dummy variable, HIGH AFQT, which equals one if the person’s AFQT score is 

above the mean and zero otherwise, the Rotter locus of control indicator, the Rosenberg self-esteem 

measure, and a dummy variable, High Illicit, which equals one if the person’s index of Illicit 
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activities is above the sample mean and zero otherwise. We also include a dummy variable, (HIGH 

AFQT)*(High Illicit), that is the interaction between the AFQT and Illicit dummy variables, so that 

(HIGH AFQT)*(High Illicit) equals one if the individual both has AFQT and Illicit above the sample 

means. If we use the continuous versions of AFQT, Illicit, and their interaction, however, we obtain 

the same conclusions reported below. We control for the education of the person’s mother and father, 

family income in 1979, and whether both parents were living with the individual at the age of 14. The 

regressions also control for year of birth, year of the survey, and a quartic in potential experience. All 

of the even numbered equations further control for the educational attainment of the individual. In 

columns (1) and (2), the logit assesses the probability of self-employment versus salaried; in columns 

(3) and (4), the comparison is between unincorporated self-employment and salaried; and in columns 

(5) and (6), the regression provides estimates of the impact of each trait on the probability that the 

person is incorporated relative to being a salaried worker. By examining person-year observations, 

each person’s “employment type” is defined by the number of years spent in each employment type. 

Several points emerge from the multinomial logit regressions. First, white men, people with 

high self-esteem, individual’s with a strong sense of controlling one’s future (i.e., a low Rotter locus 

of control score), and people with well-educated mothers are much more likely to be incorporated 

self-employed than others. The economic magnitudes are large. For example, holding other things 

constant, women are 76% less likely to incorporate than corresponding males. 

Second, family income is a powerful predictor of entrepreneurship. The coefficient estimates 

indicate that a $100,000 increase in family income—which is enough to boost somebody from the 

10th to the 90th percentile—is associated with an almost 60% increase in the probability of 

incorporation, after controlling for the person’s cognitive and noncognitive traits, the person’s 

educational attainment, and other characteristics of the person’s family environment. To the extent 
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that one views family income as a proxy for credit constraints after controlling for all of these factors, 

these results indicate that difficulties in obtaining finance materially influence entrepreneurial activity. 

Third, people that have both above average AFQT and above average Illicit Activity Index 

have an almost 60% greater probability of becoming incorporated than other people after controlling 

for many characteristics. This mixture of learning aptitude and “break-the-rules” behavior is tightly 

linked with entrepreneurship.  

D. Selection on labor market ability: Multinomial Logit 

The NLSY79 data provide a unique opportunity to quantify the role of sorting on typically 

unobserved labor market skills. Almost all people—about 90% in our sample of full-time, full-year 

working adults—are salaried workers at some point in their careers, so we observe almost all people 

in a common employment type. Thus, we can study the linkages between comparative success as a 

salaried worker and sorting into incorporated and unincorporated self-employment. To do this, we 

condition out differences in wages due to age, industry, occupation, and year effects and compute 

Adjusted Hourly Wage.”11 We then run a new battery of multinomial logit regressions to assess 

whether ability as a salaried worker—as measured by Adjusted Hourly Wage—explains sorting into 

employment types and report the results in Table 6. We control for the educational attainment of each 

individual along with all of the regressors included in Table 5. We do not, however, report all of the 

coefficient estimates for brevity. Moreover, and critically, regressions (2), (4), and (6) include the 

interaction between Adjusted Hourly Wage and the Illicit Activity Index to assess whether the 

mixture of these characteristics—success as a salaried worker and a high propensity to engage in 

illicit activities as a youth—shapes employment decisions. To focus on a more homogeneous group 

of individuals, we only examine full-time, full year white males for the remainder of our analyses.  

                                                        
11 The findings reported in Table 5 on Adjusted Hourly Wage are robust to using either actual hourly wage or the 
residual hourly wage from a full Mincerian wage regression. 
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The Table 6 results indicate positive sorting into incorporated self-employment and negative 

sorting into unincorporated self-employment on residual hourly salaried earnings. We believe this is 

the first paper to show that successful salaried workers are more likely to become entrepreneurs, 

while unsuccessful salaried workers are more likely to become unincorporated self-employed.  

This sorting into incorporated self-employment is driven by a very particular subset of high 

residual earning individuals. As shown by the interaction term, individuals who are both 

comparatively successful salaried workers and who were highly engaged in illicit activities in their 

youths have a higher propensity to become incorporated self-employed. Apparently, it is a 

combination of comparatively strong labor market skills and a tendency to bend, if not break, the 

rules that influences who becomes an entrepreneur.12 

 

E. Transitions across employment types with NLSY79 sample 

Consistent with the CPS analyses, the NLSY79 transition matrices presented in Table 7 

indicate that (a) only a few people switch from unincorporated to incorporated self-employment, (b) 

it is the comparatively highly paid individuals that transit into incorporated self-employment from 

other employment types, (c) it is the comparatively unsuccessful incorporated self-employed who 

transit back into salaried employment rather than remaining incorporated, and (d) it is the 

comparatively low paid individuals that transit into unincorporated self-employment. Since the 

NLSY shifted to surveying people every other year over the later part of the survey, we compute the 

transitions using this two-year structure throughout.  Specifically, about 0.74 percent of white, prime 

                                                        
12 Note, in Table 6, family income no longer enters significantly, as it did in Table 5. The change in significance does 
not reflect the additional regressor, Adjusted Hourly Wage. Rather, the drop in significance of the estimated 
coefficient on family income reflects the change in sample, as Table 6 only includes full-time, full-year white males. 
We find that family income is especially important in accounting for entrepreneurship among women and 
minorities. This is consistent with the view that women and minorities face additional barriers to 
entrepreneurship, such that the marginal impact of family income on the discrete decision to become incorporated 
self-employed is much larger for women and minorities. 
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age males shift from salaried to incorporated each year, while only 0.22 percent of white, prime age 

males shift from unincorporated to incorporated self-employment.13 There is not much switching 

between incorporated and unincorporated self-employment, as illustrated by Figures 1a and 1b. When 

individuals leave either self-employment type, they tend to transit into salaried work. Omitting the 

few individuals who transit between self-employment types does not alter the results reported below.  

These matrices show the positive sorting into incorporated self-employment on earnings: the 

residual earnings of salaried workers that become incorporated are on average 17 percent greater than 

those of salaried workers that remain employees. Also, Panel B indicates that the unsuccessful 

incorporated (mean hourly earnings of 23.5) tend to return to salaried employment, while those that 

stay incorporated had mean hourly earnings of 31. The negative sorting into unincorporated self-

employment is also clear. The residual earnings of salaried workers who switch into unincorporated 

self-employment are 18 percent less than those of salaried workers who do not switch. 

Consistent with the multinomial logit analyses, the Table 7 transition matrices illustrate the 

positive sorting into incorporated self-employment—and the negative sorting into unincorporated 

self-employment—on learning aptitude and self-esteem. It is the higher AFQT individuals (60.5) that 

on average switch from salaried into incorporated self-employment, and the lower AFQT individuals 

(53.3) that move into unincorporated self-employment.14 Sorting on self-esteem is even more 

pronounced. Workers that move from salaried to incorporated self-employment have self-esteem 

scores (0.24) that are twice those of salaried workers who remain salaried (0.11). And, salaried 

workers who move into unincorporated self-employment have self-esteem scores (0.04) that are less 

                                                        
13 To get this, note that 92% of white, prime age workers are salaried and 0.8% of these individuals transit into 
incorporated self-employment (Table 7). Thus, on average, about 0.74% (92%*0.8%) of white, prime age workers 
shift from salaried to incorporated each year. Similarly, about 7% of white, prime age workers are unincorporated 
and 3.1% of these transit into incorporated self-employment (Table 7). Thus, on average, about 0.22% (7%*3.1%) 
shift from unincorporated self-employment to incorporated self-employment each year. 
14 It is also the high AFQT people that switch from incorporated self-employment into salaried work. Since people rarely 
start their work careers as incorporated, this reflects the nature of the people who ever incorporate. 
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than half of those salaried workers remaining salaried employees. Switching into and out of different 

employment types is by no means random. These findings are consistent with the work of Horvath 

and Zuckerman (1993), Zukerman (1994), and Nicolaou, Shane, Cherkas, and Spector (2008), who 

argue that personality traits influence sorting into entrepreneurship. 

 

V. Mincerian Returns to Entrepreneurship 

A. Residual hourly earnings with individual effects 

Given the selection forces noted so far, we now assess whether an individual, on average and 

at the median, earns more when he becomes incorporated self-employed. In Panel A of Table 8, we 

distinguish between salaried and the self-employed. Panel B further disaggregates between the 

incorporated and unincorporated. We examine both hourly earnings and the change in hourly 

earnings. We use person fixed effects in the OLS regressions and deviations from each person’s 

median earnings in the median regressions to account for person time invariant effects. All the level 

specifications control for schooling (six categories), potential experience (quartic), measures of 

cognitive and noncognitive traits (AFQT, Rosenberg Self-Esteem, Rotter Locus of Control, and Illicit 

Activity Index), as well as year, industry, and occupation fixed effects. The first difference 

specifications control for the time-varying components of these control variables.  The sample 

includes white, male workers who are at least 25 years old. 

Table 8 stresses three interrelated findings. First, individuals who become incorporated self-

employed at some point during their careers earn more as salaried workers than individuals with the 

same observable traits who never incorporate. To see this, consider regressions (11) and (12). 

Regression (11) indicates that the average residual earnings of the incorporated are about 48.2 percent 

greater than salaried workers. Regression (12) indicates that the average residual earnings of an 

individual are 18.1 percent higher when he is incorporated. The difference between these two 
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estimates indicates that the average person—who at some point in his career is incorporated—enjoys 

residual earnings of about 30.1 (=48.2 – 18.1) percent more as a salaried worker than a salaried 

worker with the same observable traits, including industry and occupation, who never incorporates.  

Second, when an individual becomes incorporated, his residual hourly earnings tend to rise 

markedly. On average, residual earnings are 18.1 percent higher after a person becomes incorporated 

than when he was salaried. Evaluated at the median (regression 18), the difference is 6.4 percent. 

Moreover, we find essentially the same coefficient estimates when examining changes in residual 

hourly earnings: When a person becomes incorporated self-employed residual earnings jump.  

Third, the pattern is essentially reversed for the unincorporated self-employed. A person’s 

average hourly residual earnings are almost 3 percent lower when he is an unincorporated self-

employed businessman than when he is a salaried worker.  

The results presented in Table 8 indicate that people tend to earn more when they are 

incorporated self-employment than when they are salaried workers. Although, on average, people that 

at some point in their careers incorporate earn more as salaried workers than their salaried 

counterparts who never incorporate, those that incorporate earn still more once they incorporate. The 

results do not suggest incorporation causes an increase in earnings. Rather, and contrary to a large 

literature, the results suggest that when a person chooses to incorporate, he tends to experience a 

substantive increase in residual hourly earnings.  

Table 8 also addresses the possibility that individual-specific trends drive the findings: 

perhaps, people with a steeper earnings profile have a higher propensity to incorporate, but 

incorporation is not associated with a change in the slope of this trend. One possible explanation for 

trend differences is “on the job training.” Some individuals might receive low wages when they are 

young employees as a means of “paying” for the accumulation of non-firm-specific human capital, 

which is then expected to yield positive returns in the form of greater future earnings. If the 
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propensity to incorporate is strongly associated with receiving a comparatively large boost in human 

capital from such “on the job training,” then incorporation will be associated with an especially large 

boost in earnings as individuals realize the returns from the earlier accumulation of human capital. 

From this perspective, the jump in earnings that accompanies a switch from salaried work to 

incorporated self-employment reflects the realization of “on the job training,” not the returns to 

entrepreneurship. Simply controlling for individual effects will not address this concern.  

Consequently, we examine whether there is a break in an individual’s earnings profile 

associated with a switch into, or out of, incorporated self-employment by examining the relationship 

between changes in earnings and changes in employment type while controlling for person specific 

effects. Thus, the dependent variable in regressions 3-6, 9-10, 13-16, and 19-20 of Table 8 is the 

change in earnings over two or four years as indicated. In the change in earnings regressions when 

using a two-year change, Incorporated equals: one if the person is incorporated this year but was not 

incorporated two years ago; negative one if the person is not incorporated this year but was 

incorporated two years ago; and zero if the person did not change into our out of incorporated self-

employment from two years ago to this year. Unincorporated in these change in earnings regressions 

is defined analogously. Furthermore, we provide the OLS change in earnings regressions with 

individual fixed effects to control for individual-specific trends in earnings.  

As shown, there is a positive break in an individual’s earning profile associated with 

switching from salaried work into incorporated self-employment. Note, the coefficient estimates from 

the change regressions, where the dependent variable is the change in earnings and the coefficient of 

interest is the change in employment type, are very similar to the coefficient estimates from the level 

regressions, where the dependent variable is earnings and the coefficient of interest is employment 

type. These results indicate that after controlling for individual trends in earnings, there is a 

significant boost in earnings associated with becoming an entrepreneur. 
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B. Robustness tests                                                   

These results are robust to several concerns. First, we were concerned that something odd 

could be happening during the year of incorporation. Thus, we omitted the two years before and the 

two years after incorporation and confirm that earnings rose after individuals incorporated.  

Second, we were concerned that individuals buying into businesses in which they were 

working as salaried workers, rather than starting their own business, were driving the results. This is 

not the case. Virtually all of the switches into incorporation involve a change of firms. When we limit 

incorporation to situations in which a person changes firms, we get virtually identical results. 

Third, we were concerned that earnings growth might predict changes in employment type. 

Consequently, we examined the relationship between the change in hourly earnings between period t-

2 and t-4 and the change in employment type from period t to t-2. If the change in earnings is 

associated only with a contemporaneous change in employment type, then we expect this regression 

to yield an insignificant coefficient. If, however, increases in earnings tend to precede transitions into 

incorporated, then we would expect to find a positive coefficient. There is not a statistically 

significant relationship between a change in earnings and subsequent shifts into incorporated self-

employment. While earlier results document the positive sorting into entrepreneurship on earnings, 

the evidence does not indicate that jumps in earnings are good predictors of subsequent shifts into 

incorporation; rather, earnings jump when people switch into incorporated self-employment.  

Fourth, we were concerned that sorting on time-varying factors could drive the results. 

Perhaps, an “Ashenfelter dip” in salaried earnings induces some individuals to switch into self-

employment, yielding a positive association between shifts out of salaried employment and earnings. 

Two extensions of the analyses, however, suggest that such potential transitory shifts are not driving 

the results. First, we find that the results hold when examining the relationship between the change in 
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residual earnings and changes in employment type over six-year horizons.  That is, we extend the 

analyses in Table 8 out to six years and confirm the results. Indeed, the estimated change in residual 

earnings does not fall as we move to longer horizons, which is inconsistent with an “Ashenfelter dip” 

explanation of the fixed effect findings. Second, we use instrumental variables to provide some 

evidence about the possibility that temporary drops in salaried earnings drive the movement of 

workers into incorporated self-employment and hence the finding that residual earning rise when 

people incorporate. Thus, we use lagged values of employment type as instruments for current 

employment type. These instruments are valid under the assumption that the autocorrelation earnings 

dies out faster than the autocorrelation in employment type, which is likely to be the case if there are 

some fixed costs associated with changing employment types. By using these instruments, we 

examine the relationship between residual earnings and projected employment type, where the 

projection is based on the longer-run determinants of employment type and hence abstracts from 

temporary factors that lead to changes in employment type. As shown in Table 9, the two-stage least 

square results yield virtually identical coefficient estimates to the OLS estimates, suggesting that 

transitory changes in earnings are not driving the results. 

Fifth, we were concerned that people who receive a persistent positive increase in 

productivity will tend to incorporate, generating a spurious relationship between incorporation and 

earnings. Consequently, in Table 10, we include two additional dummy variables: Incorporated Past 

equals one in the year that a person becomes incorporated and remains one for the rest of his life; and 

Unincorporated Past equals one in the year that a person becomes unincorporated and remains one for 

the rest of his life. We continue to find an increase in earnings—of similar magnitude to our earlier 

estimates—when individuals switch into incorporated self-employment even when controlling for 

whether they have been incorporated in the past. The change in earnings is associated with a change 

in employment type per se. 
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The results presented in Table 10 also indicate that individuals that try entrepreneurship and 

then return to salaried jobs do no worse in these salaried jobs than they were doing before initiating 

the incorporated business. From regressions (4) and (8), an individual’s average and median residual 

hourly earnings as a salaried worker do not fall after trying an entrepreneurial endeavor.  

 

VI. Differential Returns to Traits, the Distribution of Earnings, and Hours Worked 

Having shown that individuals that incorporate experience a material increase in earnings 

relative to their past earnings and their projected trend earnings and having demonstrated the positive 

sorting into entrepreneurship on the combination of ability (as measured by AFQT or residual hourly 

earnings as a salaried worker) and “a break-the-rules” behavioral trait (as measured by high values of 

Illicit Activities Index as a teenager), we now explore three key questions. First, do the same traits 

associated with selection into entrepreneurship also account for the differential earnings of 

entrepreneurs, suggesting a link between expected returns to entrepreneurship and the tendency to 

become an entrepreneur? Second, how does the distribution of earnings associated with 

entrepreneurship different from the distribution of salaried earnings? Third, do the incorporated and 

unincorporated self-employed work more or less than salaried workers? 

 

A. Differential Returns to Traits by Employment Type 

Although this paper focuses on the sorting of individuals with particular constellations of 

traits into different employment types and the relative earnings associated with those employment 

types, we can also shed empirical light on the degree to which different traits are associated with 

differential changes in earnings when people switch employment types. This provides information on 

two questions. First, do the same traits that explain the sorting of individuals into incorporated self-
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employment also explain the differential earnings of the incorporated self-employed? Second, do the 

same skills account for earnings differences across different employment types? 

Table 11 provides estimates of the change in earnings associated with changes of employment 

type, while splitting the sample based on traits that we found to be important in accounting for the 

self-sorting of individuals into different employment types. As a measure of skills as a salaried 

worker, we classify a person as “High Wage” if he has above the average earnings as a salaried 

worker and categorize the person as “Low Wage” if he has below average wages when working as a 

salaried employee. To compute High and Low Wage, we again use Adjusted Hourly Wage, which 

conditions out potential work experience, age, and fixed effects for year, occupations, and industries.  

We categorize people according to the degree to which they engaged in illicit activities as teenagers, 

again splitting the sample at the average between High and Low Illicit individuals. For brevity, we 

simply present median regressions. OLS analyses yield the same conclusions. 

Cognitive and non-cognitive traits matter in accounting for changes in earnings associated 

with changes in employment types. The results presented in Table 11 indicate that the positive 

association between a change in earnings and a switch into incorporated self-employment exists 

especially for highly skilled workers (as measured by High Salaried Wage), who exhibit a greater 

tendency to break the rules (as measured by High Illicit). Indeed, individuals with low labor market 

skills and a low level of the Illicit Activity Index tend to suffer reductions in earnings when they 

incorporate. The results in Table 11 and the earlier results in Tables 5 and 6 indicate that some of the 

same traits that induce people to become incorporated self-employed—those traits that lead to 

success as salaried workers in conjunction with illicit behavior as a youth—also explain comparative 

earnings as an entrepreneur. These findings are consistent with the views that (a) expected higher 

earnings attract people with particular traits into entrepreneurship and (b) the combination of traits 
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associated with high earnings in incorporated self-employment are not comparably associated with 

large earnings when employed in other employment types. 

These findings contribute to existing research on the characteristics of successful 

entrepreneurs. Research indicates that self-esteem, optimism, and a taste for novelty are associated 

with a propensity for individuals to try self-employment (Horvath and Zuckerman 1993; Zukerman 

1994; Nicolaou, Shane, Cherkas, and Spector 2008). Stressing the jack-of-all-trades nature of 

entrepreneurship, Lazear (2004, 2005) stresses that entrepreneurs need a mixture of skills to 

coordinate factor inputs successfully. Our work demonstrates that a special mixture of cognitive and 

noncognitive skills—the combination of outstanding abilities as a salaried worker and break-the-rules 

tendencies—is strongly associated with entrepreneurial success.   

 

B. Distribution of Hourly Earnings by Employment Type, NLSY79 

Since entrepreneurship involves the undertaking of risky, innovative activities, the earnings 

distribution facing entrepreneurs might differ markedly from the distribution facing others. While 

earlier results indicate an increase in the median residual hourly earnings of individuals that switch 

from salaried to incorporated self-employment, the median is only one point in the earnings 

distribution and therefore provides an incomplete picture of comparative earnings profiles. 

Figure 2a and 2b plot the comparative residual hourly earnings for the incorporated and 

unincorporated respectively relative to salaried workers at each decile of the hourly earnings 

distribution.15 Thus, for example, we compare the residual hourly earnings of the incorporated self-

employed at the 70th-percentile of the hourly earnings distribution of the incorporated with the 

residual hourly earnings of a salaried worker at the 70th-percentil of the hourly earnings distribution 

of salaried workers. For each decile, the figures report three bars: (i) residual hourly earnings, (ii) 

                                                        
15 We examine full-time, full-year, prime age whites, though the results are similar for broader samples.  
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deviations of residual hourly earnings from a persons’ median hourly residual earnings and the (iii) 

change in residual hourly earnings over the past four years, where residual earnings are obtained from 

a wage regression that controls for education (six categories), potential experience (quartic), AFQT, 

Rosenberg self-esteem, Rotter Locus of Control, and the Illicit Activity Index. 

Figures 2a and 2b illustrate that (a) the earnings distributions of the self-employed—

especially the incorporate self-employed—have much fatter tails than those of salaried workers, and 

(b) these fatter tails reflect factors beyond person-specific earnings. For example, a person that is 

exceptionally successful when incorporated (90th-percentile of the residual hourly earnings 

distribution of the incorporated self-employed) tends to enjoy a 30 percent boost in hourly earnings 

relative to his own hourly earnings as an exceptionally successful salaried worker (90th-percentile of 

the residual hourly earnings distribution of salaried workers). And, a person that is exceptionally 

unsuccessful when he incorporates (10th-percentile of the residual hourly earnings distribution of the 

incorporated) tends to suffer a 10 percent drop in hourly earnings relative to his own hourly earnings 

as an exceptionally unsuccessful salaried employee (10th-percentile of the residual hourly earnings 

distribution of salaried workers).16 Figure 2a is consistent with the view that entrepreneurship, at the 

median, pays—and it offers the possibility of comparably enormous returns. 

These results suggest the possibility of a large option value associated with entrepreneurship: 

there are potentially enormous gains from undertaking an entrepreneurial activity and individuals can 

return to salaried employment if their entrepreneurial endeavors do not succeed. With respect to the 

potential upside associated with incorporation, Figure 2a illustrates this point. With respect to 

returning to salaried employment, we find (see below in Table 10) that the incorporated self-

                                                        
16 The “fat tails” of the hourly earnings distribution for the unincorporated self-employed are less pronounced than those 
of the incorporated self-employed, but still noticeable. While the earnings profile of the incorporated self-employed is 
skewed to the right, the profile of the unincorporated self-employed is highly skewed to the left. 
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employed that transit back to salaried employment return at essentially their old salaried wage. We do 

not find evidence of a “salaried earnings penalty” from becoming an entrepreneur.  

 

C. Hours worked  

Given the literature’s emphasis on the autonomy and flexibility of self-employment (Hamilton, 

2000; Hurst and Pugsley, 2011) and the possibility that the self-employed choose to work fewer 

hours and hence move along their marginal product curves to higher hourly earnings, we examine the 

association between hours worked and employment type. In Table 12, the dependent variable is 

annual hours worked. The regressions include the indicators of employment type, education (six 

categories), potential experience (quartic), AFQT, Rosenberg self-esteem, Rotter Locus of Control, 

and the Illicit Activity Index, along with year, industry, and occupation fixed effects. 

The self-employed tend to work many more hours than salaried workers. When not including 

individual effects, the average incorporated self-employed works 340 hours more per year than a full-

time, full-year comparable salaried worker (regression 3). When including individual effects, 

regression (4) indicates that average annual work hours increase by about 144 hours. These patterns 

also hold for unincorporated individuals, who also, on average, work more than they did as salaried 

employees. Self-employment involves a material jump in “effort,” as measured by hours worked. 
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VII. A Conceptual Framework for Interpreting these Empirical Findings  

To characterize our empirical results within a conceptual framework, we construct a 

stylized model of the sorting of individuals into salaried, incorporated and unincorporated self-

employment and the comparative earnings associated with this sorting.  Based on the two-

sector Roy (1951) model, we build a three-sector model to illustrate why people with different 

mixtures of cognitive and noncognitive traits sort into the three different employment types 

and to understand the resultant distribution of earnings.17 

Let an individual i choose whether to work as a salaried worker (𝑆𝑖 = 1) and earn 𝑊𝑆𝑖 or 

to establish an incorporated (𝐼𝑖 = 1) or unincorporated business (𝑈𝑖 = 1), with earnings 𝑊𝐼𝑖 and 

𝑊𝑈𝑖  respectively. Gross earnings are given by a constant-returns-to scale function of effective 

human capital (H) and labor (L), where the value (“prices”) of labor and human differ across the 

employment types, reflecting the intensity of these inputs in the three activities:  

(1)                                               𝑊𝐽,𝑖 = �1 − 𝜏𝐽�𝐻𝐽𝑖
𝜂𝐽𝐿𝑖

�1−𝜂𝐽�           𝑗 = (𝑆, 𝐼,𝑈), 

where 𝜏𝐽 measures the implicit “tax rate” imposed by tax and regulatory authorities. Consistent 

with the nature of these taxes, fees, and costs discussed in Section II, we assume that (1) these 

taxes are proportional to gross earnings and (2) the incorporated are subject to the highest “tax 

rate.” We also assume that the unincorporated are subject to the lowest taxes, fees, and costs, 

since the work by Hamilton (2000) and others suggests that the unincorporated self-employed 

can more effectively reduce their effective tax rates than salaried workers by under-reporting 

income and are subject to fewer and lower formal taxes, fees, and other costs than the 

incorporated. For simplicity of notation but without loss of generality, we scale these taxes so 

                                                        
17 Researchers have used the standard two-sector Roy (1951) model to examine an array of issues, including 
women’s wages (Gronau, 1974; Heckman, 1974; Mulligan and Rubinstein 2008), schooling (Willis and Rosen, 
1979) and immigration (Borjas, 1987). 
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that 𝜏𝑆  = 0, so that 𝜏𝐼 > 0 > 𝜏𝑈. Consistent with the empirical findings presented above, we 

assume that incorporated self-employment is a comparatively human capital intensive activity 

and that unincorporated self-employment is a comparatively labor intense activity, so that 

𝜂𝐼 > 𝜂𝑆 > 𝜂𝑈. Finally, note that we allow the effectiveness of an individual’s human capital to 

differ across employment types (HJi) since the productivity of a person’s particular mixture of 

traits might different in different activities. 

As we discovered in the empirical analyses, cognitive (Ci) and noncognitive (Ni) traits 

are not equally productive in the three employment types. For instance, the mixture of “smart” 

and “illicit” tendencies yields high returns in entrepreneurial activities, but not in salaried work. 

Thus the same mixture of traits yields different levels of effective human capital in different 

employment types. Using Griliches's (1977) human capital production function approach, the 

mixture of cognitive and noncognitive traits yields effective levels of human capital as follows: 

(2)                                               𝐻𝐽,𝑖(𝐶𝑖,𝑁𝑖) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝�𝛽𝐽𝐶𝑖 + 𝛾𝐽𝑁𝑖�, 

where the 𝛽′𝑠 and especially the 𝛾′𝑠 might vary qualitatively across employment types.  

 We can now represent the earnings of the incorporated and unincorporated self-

employed as functions of salaried earnings. To do this, take the natural logarithm of equations 

(1) and (2) and rearrange the terms to obtain the following: 

 (3)                                                               𝑤𝐼𝑖 =  𝑎𝐼 + 𝑝𝐼𝑤𝑆𝑖 + 𝜀𝐼𝑖, 

𝑤𝑈𝑖 =  𝑎𝑈 + 𝑝𝑈𝑤𝑆𝑖 + 𝜀𝑈𝑖, 

where  a𝐽 = 𝑙𝑛�1 − 𝜏𝐽� ,  𝑝𝐽 = 1 + ∆𝜂𝐽/𝜂𝑆,  𝑤𝑆𝑖 = 𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖, 𝜀𝐽,𝑖 = 𝜂𝐽∆ℎ𝐽,𝑖,  and where ∆ℎ𝐽,𝑖 = ℎ𝐽,𝑖 −

ℎ𝑆,𝑖 and ∆𝜂𝐽 = 𝜂𝐽 − 𝜂𝑆. 18  

                                                        
18 To get this, take the natural log of (1), let L equal 1 for all i, and use lower case letters to signify the natural log: 

𝑤𝐼,𝑖 = ln(1 − 𝜏𝐼) +  𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + �𝜂𝐼ℎ𝐼,𝑖 − 𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖�. 
Some manipulation yields: 
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Relative to salaried employment, the 𝜀𝐼′𝑠 and the 𝜀𝑈′𝑠 reflect the comparative 

advantages of a person’s cognitive and noncognitive traits in incorporated and unincorporated 

self-employment respectively. It is worth noticing that in the case where the production 

function of human capital does not vary across employment types—that is, in the case where β 

and γ are the same for all J, then the 𝜀𝐼′𝑠 and the 𝜀𝑈′𝑠 equal to zero and the model is reduced, 

implicitly, to a one skill model, such that the most productive salaried workers are also the 

most productive incorporated and unincorporated self-employed business owners. 

Assuming that workers maximize lifetime earnings, they sort into the different 

employment types using the following rules: 

 (4)                                                       𝑈𝑖 =  1 �𝑤𝑆𝑖 < 𝑎𝑈+𝜀𝑈𝑖
1−𝑝𝑈

�, 

𝑆𝑖 =  1  �
𝑎𝑈 + 𝜀𝑈𝑖
1 − 𝑝𝑈

≤ 𝑤𝑠𝑖 ≤
𝑎𝐼 + 𝜀𝐼𝑖
1 − 𝑝𝐼

�, 

𝐼𝑖 =  1 �𝑤𝑆𝑖 >
𝑎𝐼 + 𝜀𝐼𝑖
1 − 𝑝𝐼

�. 

Figure 3 illustrates the sorting into the three employment types when εUi = εIi = 0. In 

this setting, incorporated self-employment attracts the most productive salaried workers and 

unincorporated self-employment attracts the least productive salaried workers, as 

documented empirically in Table 6. The median incorporated makes much more than the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
𝑤𝐼,𝑖 = ln(1 − 𝜏𝐼) + 𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + [(𝜂𝑠 + Δ𝜂𝐼)(ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + Δℎ𝐼,𝑖) − 𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖], 

where ∆ℎ𝐽,𝑖 = ℎ𝐽,𝑖 − ℎ𝑆,𝑖  and ∆𝜂𝐽 = 𝜂𝐽 − 𝜂𝑆. 
Then: 

𝑤𝐼,𝑖 = ln(1 − 𝜏𝐼) +  𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + [Δ𝜂𝐼ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + 𝜂𝑆Δℎ𝐼,𝑖 + Δ𝜂𝐼Δℎ𝐼,𝑖], 
And 

𝑤𝐼,𝑖 = ln(1 − 𝜏𝐼) + (𝜂𝑆 + Δ𝜂𝐼)ℎ𝑆,𝑖 + �𝜂𝑆Δℎ𝐼,𝑖 + Δ𝜂𝐼Δℎ𝐼,𝑖�. 
 
Finally, let  a𝐽 = 𝑙𝑛�1 − 𝜏𝐽� ,  𝑝𝐽 = 1 + ∆𝜂𝐽/𝜂𝑆,  𝑤𝑆𝑖 = 𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑆,𝑖 , 𝜀𝐽,𝑖 = 𝜂𝐽∆ℎ𝐽,𝑖 ,  ∆ℎ𝐽,𝑖 = ℎ𝐽,𝑖 − ℎ𝑆,𝑖 , and ∆𝜂𝐽 = 𝜂𝐽 − 𝜂𝑆, so 
that 

𝑤𝐼𝑖 =  𝑎𝐼  + 𝑝𝐼𝑤𝑆𝑖 + 𝜀𝐼𝑖. 
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median salaried worker. Yet, as found empirically in Table 8, much of that difference reflects 

the gap in skills rather than the gap of employing those skills in different employment types. 

The median unincorporated self-employed earns less than the median salaried worker. Again, 

this gap primarily reflects the gap in skills, rather than the negative impact employing the 

worker’s particular constellation of skills in unincorporated self-employment. Figure 3 also 

illustrates why combining the incorporated and the unincorporated into an aggregate category 

is meaningless and misleading, as documented throughout the empirical analyses above.  

This analytical framework also captures a key empirical finding from Tables 5, 6, and 11 

above: not all cognitive and cognitive traits are equally valued in different employment types; 

that is, the framework illustrates the non-trivial sorting on cognitive and noncognitive traits by 

allowing the ε′s to differ across individuals. For example, an individual with the comparatively 

aggressive, risk-taking traits associated with high values of the Illicit Index will tend to have a 

positive 𝜀𝐼. This will involve a parallel shift up in the person’s wI,i curve, increasing the likelihood 

that the person will find incorporated self-employment a higher earning employment type than 

salaried or unincorporated self-employment. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of a positive shift in 𝜀𝐼. 

Thus, this simple, transparent model frames our empirical findings on who becomes an 

entrepreneur and the differential earnings associated individual with different cognitive and 

noncognitive traits self-sorting into different employment types. Although this paper’s major 

contributions are empirical, the model provides a conceptual basis both for understanding the 

differences between our findings and the large literature examining the returns to entrepreneurship 

that uses self-employment as a proxy for entrepreneurship and for understanding why people with 

different mixtures of cognitive and noncognitive traits sort into different employment activities. 
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VIII. Conclusions 

Research raises puzzling questions about entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. Although 

profit-motivated, risk-taking entrepreneurs play leading roles in theories of technological innovation 

and economic growth, researchers find that the median self-employed person earns less than his 

salaried counterpart, while having comparable cognitive and noncognitive traits. Do entrepreneurs 

really have the same traits as salaried employees and earn less money?  

Dividing the self-employed into the incorporated and unincorporated resolves these puzzles 

and yields the following insights into entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. First, the incorporated self-

employed earn much more per hour, and work many more hours, than their salaried and 

unincorporated counterparts, and the unincorporated earn much less per hour than comparable 

salaried workers. This helps account for the earlier puzzle: the incorporated earn more than salaried 

workers, the unincorporated earn less, and there are more unincorporated than incorporated self-

employed. Individual effects do not fully account for these results. While some people have traits that 

cause them both to earn more regardless of employment type and to incorporate more frequently, 

they earn still more when opening incorporated businesses. After conducting and presenting an array 

of robustness tests, we find as a lower-bound estimate that on average (at the median) a person who 

chooses to become incorporated self-employed earns about 18% (6%) more than he was earning as a 

salaried employee. In this sense, entrepreneurship pays. 

Second, the incorporated have a very distinct mixture of cognitive, non-cognitive, and family 

traits that differs from those of unincorporated and salaried workers. The incorporated tend to be 

better-educated and more likely to come from high-earning, two-parent families. Furthermore, as 

teenagers, the incorporated tend to have higher learning aptitude and self-esteem scores and engage in 

more aggressive/risky behaviors than salaried employees. But, apparently it takes more to be a 
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successful entrepreneur than having these strong labor market skills: the incorporated self-employed 

also tend to engage in more illicit activities as youths than other people who succeed as salaried 

workers. It is a particular mixture of traits that seems to matter for both becoming an entrepreneur and 

succeeding as an entrepreneur. It is the high ability (as measured by learning aptitude and success as 

a salaried worker) person who tends to “break-the-rules” (as measured by the degree to which the 

person engaged in illicit activities before the age of 22) who is especially likely to become a 

successful entrepreneur. For many characteristics, the unincorporated tend to be on the other side of 

the distribution from salaried employees. These findings help explain the earlier puzzle about the 

similarity of traits between salaried and self-employed individuals: the traits of the average salaried 

worker tend to fall between those of the average incorporated and unincorporated person.  

Third, incorporated self-employment offers a higher probability of enormous returns to 

individuals with particular cognitive, noncognitive, and family traits. When the incorporated self-

employed succeed, they tend to do much better than successful salaried workers. Moreover, when the 

incorporated succeed, it is the high cognitive ability, high self-esteem, and highly aggressive / risk-

taking traits that account for this success to a much greater degree than they account for the success 

of salaried and unincorporated workers. These findings emphasize that there are differential returns to 

traits across employment types.  Apparently, people sort into different employment activities based, 

at least partially, on the expected earnings from employing their particular constellation of 

characteristics in particular employment types. 
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All Salaried

All Unincorporate Incorporated

Observations 1097324 987885 109439 70650 38789
100% 90% 10% 6% 4%

A. Demographics

Age 39.6 39.3 41.9 41.5 42.6
White 0.71 0.70 0.80 0.78 0.84
Black 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.04
Hispanic 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.10 0.05
Female 0.48 0.49 0.36 0.40 0.28

B. Educational Attainment

Years of Schooling 13.7 13.7 13.9 13.6 14.5
High School Dropout 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.04
High School Graduate 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.24
Some College 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.26
College Graduate 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.29
Advanced Degree 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.17
College Graduate or More 0.32 0.32 0.36 0.31 0.46

C. Labor Market Outcomes

Weeks 48.1 48.1 48.3 47.2 50.2
Annual Hours 1992 1981 2093 1952 2347
Full Time Full Year 0.75 0.75 0.69 0.62 0.82
Median Earnings 36648 36784 33965 24625 54972
Median Hourly Earnings 18.2 18.2 17.1 13.6 24.3

Table 1: Summary Statistics of Salaried and Self-Employed Workers, CPS

Self Employed

Notes: The table presents summary statistics from the March Annual Demographic Survey files of the Census 
Bureau’s CPS for the work years 1994 through 2010, for prime age workers (25 through 55 years old), excluding 
people living within group quarters, with missing data on relevant demographics, with allocated earnings, and 
those working in agriculture or the military. The CPS classifies all workers in each year as either salaried or self-
employed, and among the self-employed, they indicate whether the person is incorporated or unincorporated self-
employed. 
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This Year's
Employment Type:

96.6 9.0 3.5 15.0

0.8 86.3 0.1 0.4

0.6 4.1 94.4 1.8

2.0 0.6 1.9 82.9

Salaried
This Year's
Employment Type:

22.7 25.8 13.5 --

26.8 28.0 12.6 --

20.0 20.0 16.6 --

Not Working 15.6 23.8 13.9 --

Salaried Self Employed 
Incorporated

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Not Working

Table 2: Employment Transitions from Last Year, CPS

Panel A: Transitions

Last Year's Employment Type

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Salaried

Self Employed 
Incorporated

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Not Working

Panel B: Earnings

Last Year Year's Hourly Earnings (Median)

Self Employed 
Incorporated

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Not Working

Salaried

Self Employed 
Incorporated
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Panel C: Education

Salaried Not Working
This Year's
Employment Type:

14.0 14.3 13.5 12.9

14.7 14.7 15.2 14.2

14.0 13.8 13.7 13.3

Not Working 13.2 13.6 12.9 12.2

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Note: The table presents information on the characteristics of individuals transiting across employment 
types each year. The data include prime age (25-55) white males, over the work years from 1994 through 
2010, and exclude the same individuals defined in the notes to Table 1. Panel A provides information on 
the percentage of workers of a particular employment type last and their employment type this year. Thus, 
0.8% of salaried workers transit from salaried to incorporated self-employment in an average year. Panel 
B provides information on median hourly earnings last year for each of these transitions. Thus, the median 
hourly earnings last year of those that transited from salaried to incorporated self-employment was 26.8. 
Panel C provides information on the median years of education last year for each of these transition cells. 
Thus, the median years of education last year of those that transited from salaried to incorporated self-
employment was 14.7.

Table 2 (continued): Employment Transitions from Last Year, CPS

Last Year Year's Years of Education (Means)

Self Employed 
Incorporated

Self Employed 
Unincorporated

Salaried

Self Employed 
Incorporated
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OLS
Means Q50 Q25 Q75

Panel A: Self-employment, Aggregate (1) (2) (3) (4)

Self Employed 0.551* -3.589*** -5.816*** 0.047
(0.302) (0.076) (0.065) (0.105)

% Difference 1.9 -15.4 -35.6 0.1

Panel B: Self-employment, by Type (5) (6) (7) (8)

Incorporated 7.674*** 0.886*** -1.949*** 7.322***
(0.412) (0.104) (0.094) (0.158)

Unincorporated -5.716*** -6.937*** -8.410*** -4.785***
(0.310) (0.100) (0.091) (0.153)

% Difference

   Incorporated 26.3 3.8 -11.9 21.6
   Unincorporated -19.6 -29.7 -51.4 -14.1

Observations 332822 332822 332822 332822

Table 3: Earnings Regressions by Employment Type, CPS

Quantile Regressions

Notes: The table presents regression results of hour earnings on employment type. The Panel A regressions 
include a dummy variable, Self-employed, that equals one if the person is self-employed and zero otherwise. 
The Panel B regressions include and a second set of regressions where two dummy variables are included 
for whether the individual is Incorporated self-employed and Unincorporated self-employed. The data 
include prime age (25-55) white males, over the work years from 1994 through 2010, and exclude the same 
individuals defined in the notes to Table 1. The regressions control for year, state, industry, and occupation 
fixed effects as well as standard Mincerian characteristics: dummy variables for six education categories and 
a quartic expression for potential work experience. Standard errors are in parentheses. In the OLS 
regressions, the residuals are clustered at the individual level. For the quantile regressions, we confirm the 
reported findings when computing the bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates based on 
500 random samples with replacement. The symbols ***, **, and * signify significance at the one, five, and 
ten percent levels respectively.
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All Salaried

All Unincorporated Incorporated

Year-Person Observations 137481 126889 10592 8904 1688
100% 92% 8% 6% 1%

A. Demographics

Age 35.4 35.3 36.2 35.9 37.5
White 0.80 0.80 0.87 0.86 0.90
Black 0.13 0.14 0.08 0.09 0.06
Hispanic 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04
Female 0.47 0.47 0.38 0.41 0.27

B. Educational Attainment

Years of Schooling 13.7 13.7 13.5 13.4 14.1
High School Dropout 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.04
GED 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.07
High School Graduate 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.30
Some College 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25
College Graduate 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.20
Advanced Degree 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.14
College Graduate or More 0.28 0.28 0.25 0.23 0.34

C. Labor Market Outcomes

Weeks 46 46 45 45 49
Annual Hours 1959 1947 2091 2005 2470
Full Time Full Year 0.63 0.64 0.57 0.53 0.75
Median earnings 34708 35036 30929 26292 57585
Median Hourly Earnings 16.9 17.0 15.1 13.5 24.0

Table 4: Summary Statistics, NLSY79

Self Employed
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All Salaried

All Unincorporated Incorporated

D. Pre-labor market: Background, traits, aspirations, and activities

Mother's Education 11.7 11.6 11.9 11.8 12.5
Father's Education 11.9 11.9 12.2 12.1 12.6
Two parents family (14) 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.82
Family Income in 1979 67337 66773 73672 70617 87428

AFQT 51.0 50.9 51.4 50.6 55.2
Rotter Locus of Control (standardized) -0.03 -0.02 -0.12 -0.10 -0.22
Rosenberg Self-Esteem (standardized) 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.27

Managerial aspirations 5% 5% 7% 6% 10%
Professional aspirations 33% 33% 32% 31% 35%

Illicit Activity Index (standardized) 0.00 -0.01 0.11 0.08 0.21
   Force (raw) 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.08
   Steal 50 or less (raw) 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.26
   Stopped by Police (raw) 0.19 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.26

E. Self-designation and innovative activities (2010)

Entrepreneur 19% 17% 48% 44% 65%
Entrepreneur Residual (standardized) 0.00 -0.07 0.72 0.63 1.10
Applied for patent 2% 2% 3% 2% 5%
Applied for Patent Residual (standardized 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.21

Table 4 (continued):  Summary Statistics, NLSY

Self Employed
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Notes: This table provides summary statistics from the NLSY79 on people who are at least 25 years old and in the work 
force. This covers the NLSY79 work years 1982 through 2010. Pre-labor traits are measured in 1979 and in 1980, which is 
before anyone in the NLSY79 sample enters prime age. Mother’s Education and Father’s Education are the number of years 
of education of the person’s mother and father respectively. Two Parents Family (14) equals one if the person had two 
parents living at home when he or she was 14 years old and zero otherwise. Family Income in 1979 is the income of the 
person’s family in 1979.  AFQT is a measure of cognitive ability; Rotter Locus of Control measures the degree to which a 
person feels luck, fate, and external factors control events relative to the extent that internal factors give the person self-
determination over his or life, such that negative values imply a greater sense of internal control; and Rosenberg Self-
Esteem measures the self-esteem of the individual based on a psychometric test. The Illicit Index, which is computed in 
1980, measures the degree to which an individual engaged in an array of aggressive, risk-taking, and illicit activities, 
including taking things by force (Force), stealing, including items less that $50 (Steal 50 or less), and whether the person 
was stopped by the police (Stopped by Police). Managerial aspirations measures the percentage of people within each 
employment type that in 1979 answered "managers, officials, and proprietors" in response to the question, "What type of job
would you most like to be trained for?" Professional aspirations measures the percentage of people within each employment 
type that in 1979 answered "professional, technical, and kindred" in response to the question, "What type of job would you 
most like to be trained for?" Entrepreneur measures the percentage of people within each employment type that in 2010 
answered "yes" to the question, "Do you consider yourself to be an entrepreneur (where an entrepreneur is defined by the 
questioner as someone who launches a business enterprise, usually with considerable initiative and risk)?"  Applied for 
Patent measures the percentage of people within each employment type that in 2010 answered "yes" to the question, "Has 
anyone, including yourself, ever applied for a patent for work that you significantly contributed to? We also compute 
Entrepreneur Residual (standardized) and Applied for Patent Residual (standardized). These are computed by standardizing 
the residuals from regressing Entrepreneur and Applied for Patent on dummy variables for education (six categories), race, 
gender, and year of birth.
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Self‐Employment by Type:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Demographics

Female ‐0.369*** ‐0.338*** ‐0.302*** ‐0.262*** ‐0.741*** ‐0.755***

(0.055) (0.056) (0.058) (0.059) (0.124) (0.125)

Black ‐0.626*** ‐0.574*** ‐0.594*** ‐0.533*** ‐0.887*** ‐0.925***

(0.073) (0.074) (0.075) (0.075) (0.164) (0.164)

Hispanic ‐0.234*** ‐0.194** ‐0.279*** ‐0.228*** ‐0.062 ‐0.082

(0.082) (0.082) (0.086) (0.086) (0.182) (0.188)

Cognitive and Non‐CognitiveTraits

High AFQT ‐0.134* 0.005 ‐0.105 0.072 ‐0.272 ‐0.317*

(0.078) (0.079) (0.081) (0.083) (0.176) (0.177)

High Illicit 0.048 0.004 0.063 0.015 ‐0.026 ‐0.037

(0.073) (0.073) (0.075) (0.075) (0.179) (0.180)

High AFQT * High Illicit 0.091 0.090 ‐0.033 ‐0.038 0.581** 0.572**

(0.110) (0.110) (0.118) (0.117) (0.234) (0.235)

Rotter Score ‐0.079*** ‐0.092*** ‐0.074** ‐0.088*** ‐0.107* ‐0.109*

(0.028) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030) (0.058) (0.057)

Rosenberg Score 0.001 0.026 ‐0.033 ‐0.001 0.184*** 0.176***

(0.028) (0.029) (0.030) (0.031) (0.059) (0.060)

Family Background

Mother education 0.020 0.029** 0.009 0.019 0.086*** 0.087***

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.027) (0.028)

Father education 0.001 0.009 0.002 0.013 ‐0.009 ‐0.012

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.022) (0.022)

Family income (in 1979) 0.149 0.190* 0.045 0.095 0.556*** 0.560***

(in 100K) (0.098) (0.098) (0.109) (0.109) (0.176) (0.176)

Both parents at home (14) ‐0.048 ‐0.014 ‐0.079 ‐0.040 0.163 0.166

(0.060) (0.060) (0.062) (0.063) (0.138) (0.139)

Controlling for education No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 119958 119958 119958 119958 119958 119958

Note: This table reports multinomial logit estimates of the probability of a worker, 25 years of age 

or older, to be self‐employed. All dummy variables are defined exclusively. Salaried workers are 

the excluded category. Persons who do not work either as salaried or as self‐employed are 

deleted. High AFQT equals one if the individual has an above average AFQT score and zero 

otherwise. High Illicit equals one if the person has an above average Illicit Activity Index and zero 

otherwise. We also exclude observations with missing demographics (gender, race and ethnicity, 

schooling) or missing values for AFQT, Rosenberg Self‐Esteem, Rotter Locus of Control and Illicit 

Activity Index. Though unreported in the table, the odd numbered regressions include year of 

birth, year of survey, a quartic in age, and dummy variables for individuals with missing family 

income (for which we impute the average value in the sample) and missing parental education 

(for which we impute values based on the other parent’s education and the average for the 

sample if no parental education is reported). The even columns include, in addition, educational 

attainment (six categories) and quartic for potential experience. Reported standard errors (in 

h ) d f h k d i i d l i b i di id l

Table 5: Selection into Employment Types on Cognitive, Noncognitive, and Family Traits, 

All (vs. Salaried) By Type (vs. Salaried)

Unincorporated Incorporated
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Self‐Employment by Type:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Adjusted Hourly Wage (logs) ‐0.597*** ‐0.686*** ‐0.918*** ‐0.850*** 0.818** 0.095

(0.150) (0.200) (0.151) (0.207) (0.323) (0.449)

High Illicit 0.091 0.105 0.021 ‐0.001 0.358* 0.202

(above average) (0.096) (0.098) (0.102) (0.107) (0.184) (0.188)

0.176 ‐0.138 1.381**

(0.258) (0.254) (0.575)

AFQT 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.003 ‐0.007 ‐0.006

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004)

Rotter Score ‐0.107** ‐0.108** ‐0.117** ‐0.117** ‐0.053 ‐0.055

(0.050) (0.050) (0.054) (0.054) (0.093) (0.094)

Rosenberg Score 0.031 0.031 ‐0.011 ‐0.011 0.198** 0.197**

(0.052) (0.052) (0.057) (0.057) (0.083) (0.083)

Family Background

Mother education 0.030 0.030 0.001 0.001 0.130*** 0.133***

(0.025) (0.025) (0.027) (0.027) (0.047) (0.047)

Father education ‐0.016 ‐0.016 0.001 0.001 ‐0.079** ‐0.080**

(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.037) (0.038)

Family income (in 1979) 0.300* 0.298* 0.250 0.252 0.418 0.408

(in 100K) (0.171) (0.172) (0.200) (0.200) (0.268) (0.272)

Both parents at home (14) 0.222* 0.217* 0.191 0.195 0.363 0.347

(0.114) (0.114) (0.122) (0.122) (0.232) (0.232)

Observations 33619 33619 33619 33619 33619 33619

Adjusted Hourly Wage * 

High Illicit

Note: This table reports multinomial logit estimates of the probability of a worker, 25 years of age 

or older, to be self‐employed. All dummy variables are defined exclusively. Salaried workers are 

the excluded category. The Adjusted Hourly Wage equals the average hourly wage of a person 

after conditioning out experience, year, industry, and occupation effects. High Wage equals one if 

the individual has an above average Adjusted Hourly Wage and zero otherwise. High Illicit equals 

one if the person has an above average Illicit Activity Index and zero otherwise. Though 

unreported in the table, the regressions include year of birth, year of survey, a quartic in 

experience, educational attainment (six categories), and dummy variables for individuals with 

missing family income (for which we impute the average value in the sample) and missing 

parental education (for which we impute values based on the other parent’s education and the 

average for the sample if no parental education is reported). Persons who do not work either as 

salaried or as self‐employed are deleted. We also exclude observations with missing 

demographics (gender, race and ethnicity, schooling) or missing values for AFQT, Rosenberg Self‐

Esteem, Rotter Locus of Control and Illicit behavior. Reported standard errors (in parentheses) 

Table 6: Selection into Employment Types on Salaried Wages, NLSY79

All (vs. Salaried) By Type (vs. Salaried)

Unincorporated Incorporated
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This Year

Salaried 93.9 30.1 34.0 32.6

0.8 60.4 3.1 0.5

3.4 7.9 60.1 3.2

1.9 1.7 2.8 63.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Salaried 21.1 23.5 16.5 --

24.7 31.0 22.8 --

17.2 14.7 18.9 --

22.9 29.3 19.5 --

Salaried 57.3 61.2 52.8 53.3

60.5 56.5 54.0 57.1

53.3 53.5 54.7 46.6

43.2 54.6 41.5 48.3

Self-employed Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated
Not Working

Panel C: Cognitive and Non-Cognitive 

AFQT

Self-employed Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated
Not Working

Hourly Earnings Two Years Ago

Table 7: Transitions, Earnings and Pre-Determined Traits, NLSY79 

Two Years Ago 

Salarie
d

Self-employed 
Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated

Not 
Working

Panel A: Proportions

Self-employed Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated
Not Working (including 
family business)

Panel B: Hourly Earnings
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Salaried 0.11 0.24 0.03 0.01

0.24 0.34 0.20 0.67

0.04 0.18 0.03 0.13

-0.11 0.67 -0.11 -0.10

Salaried -0.10 -0.14 -0.08 -0.06

-0.14 -0.26 -0.42 -0.17

-0.09 -0.35 -0.14 -0.02

0.09 -0.25 -0.05 0.10

Salaried 0.20 0.25 0.24 0.26

0.26 0.22 0.24 0.19

0.24 0.21 0.20 0.29

0.27 0.22 0.28 0.24

Self-employed 
Unincorporated

Not Working

Note: The table presents information on the characteristics of individuals transiting across employment 
types each year. From the NLSY9, the data include prime age (25-55) white males, over the work years 
from 1994 through 2010. The “not working” category includes those working in “family business” (0.6% 
of the sample). Panel A provides information on the percentage of workers of a particular employment 
type last and their employment type this year. Thus, 0.8% of salaried workers transit from salaried to 
incorporated self-employment in an average year. Panel B provides information on median hourly 
earnings last year for each of these transitions. Thus, the median hourly earnings last year of those that 
transited from salaried to incorporated self-employment was 24.7. Panel C provides information on the 
mean AFQT, Rotter Locus of Control and Rosenberg Self Esteem (standardized) of people switching 
among the indicated employment types. Thus, the mean AFQT of those that transited from salaried to 
incorporated self-employment was 60.5. Panel D provides information on the mean Self-esteem 
(standardized) of people switching among the indicated employment types. Thus, the median self-
esteem of those that transited from salaried to incorporated self-employment was 0.24 standard 

Locus of Control (standardized)

Self-employed Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated
Not Working

Illicit

Self-employed Incorporated

Not Working

Self Esteem (standardized)

Self-employed Incorporated

Self-employed 
Unincorporated
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Dependent  Variable
2 YRS 4 YRS

Panel A: All (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Self Employed 2.707*** 0.838 0.649 1.102 1.750* 2.350* -0.880*** -0.190 -0.542*** -0.859***
(0.989) (0.894) (0.767) (0.965) (0.945) (1.248) (0.268) (0.138) (0.202) (0.251)

11.2 3.5 2.7 4.5 7.2 9.7 -4.4 -0.9 -2.7 -4.3

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

Incorporated 11.676*** 4.382** 4.329** 4.194* 5.310** 5.321** 5.553*** 1.294*** 0.696** 1.939***
(2.064) (1.925) (2.064) (2.203) (2.063) (2.428) (0.481) (0.248) (0.349) (0.427)

Unincorporated -0.431 -0.483 -0.680 -0.054 0.330 1.029 -2.412*** -0.589*** -0.836*** -1.713***
(0.963) (0.796) (0.728) (0.935) (0.932) (1.272) (0.299) (0.154) (0.227) (0.291)

   Incorporated 48.2 18.1 17.9 17.3 21.9 22.0 27.6 6.4 3.5 9.6
   Unincorporated -1.8 -2.0 -2.8 -0.2 1.3 3.4 -12.0 -2.9 -4.2 -8.5

Individual effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes^ No No

Sample age 25+ 25+ 27+ 27+ 29+ 29+ 25+ 25+ 27+ 29+
Observations 24888 24888 18518 18518 15061 15061 24888 24888 18518 15061

Table 8: Hourly Earnings and Individual Effects, NLSY79

Mean Median

Hourly Earnings Change in Hourly Earnings Hourly Earnings Change Hourly 
2 YRS 4 YRS

% Difference with 
salaried workers

Panel B: Incorporated 
and Unincorporated

% Difference with 
salaried workers
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Note: This table reports OLS and quantile regressions for white males working full-time, full-year. All dummy variables are defined exclusively. Salaried workers are the 
excluded category. Thus, in the regressions in which the dependent variable is Hourly Earnings, the dummy variable for Self-Employed equals one in the years that a person is 
self-employed and zero otherwise, Incorporated equals one in the years that a person is incorporated self-employed and zero otherwise, and Unincorporated equals one in the 
years that a person is unincorporated and zero otherwise. In the regression in which the dependent variable is the Change in Hourly Earnings, the dummy variable for Self-
Employed equals one if a person is self-employed this year but was not self-employed two (or four) years go, equals negative one if the person is not self-employed this year 
but was self-employed two (or four) years ago, and equals zero if the person did not change employment status. In the Change in Hourly Earnings regressions that differentiate 
among self-employment types the regressors are defined similarly, so that Incorporated equals one if a person is incorporated this year but was not incorporated two (or four) 
years go, equals negative one if the person is not incorporated this year but was two (or four) years ago, and equals zero if the person did not change into or out of incorporated 
self-employment. All specifications control for year, industry, and occupation fixed effects as well as standard Mincerian characteristics: dummy variables for six education 
categories and a quartic expression for potential work experience. The dependent variable in columns (8) and (18) is the difference from each person’s median hourly earnings. 
The sample includes observations of reported zero earnings by the self-employed.  The sample mean and median hourly earnings of salaried workers are 24.2 and 20.1 
respectively. For the years in which an individual does not work either as salaried or as self-employed, those observations are excluded. Standard errors are in parentheses. In 
the OLS regressions, the reported standard errors are clustered at the individual level and corrected for heteroskedasticity. For the quantile regressions, we confirm the reported 
findings when computing the bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates based on 500 random samples with replacement. The symbols ***, **, and * signify 
significance at the one five and ten percent levels respectively
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Controlling for Person FE No Yes No Yes

Incorporated 11.779*** 4.289*** 18.393*** 5.296***

(2.209) (0.738) (3.511) (2.052)

Unincorporated ‐0.610 ‐0.504 ‐1.357 ‐0.342

(1.047) (0.497) (1.714) (1.794)

Incorporated 48.6% 17.7% 75.9% 21.9%

Unincorporated ‐2.5% ‐2.1% ‐5.6% ‐1.4%

Incorporated two years ago ‐‐ ‐‐ 0.640*** 0.372***

(0.023) (0.007)

Unincorporated two years ago ‐‐ ‐‐ 0.019*** 0.006

(0.005) (0.004)

Incorporated two years ago ‐‐ ‐‐ 0.019 ‐0.040***

(0.013) (0.011)

Un Incorporated two years ago ‐‐ ‐‐ 0.604*** 0.269***

(0.015) (0.007)

Year Person Observations 21858 21858 21858 21858

First Stage

Incorporated

Un Incorporated

Note: This table reports OLS and 2SLS regressions for white males working full‐time, full‐year. The instrument 

variables for incorporated and unincorporated are two dummy variables, where Incorporated Two Years Ago 

equals one if the person is incorporated self‐employed two years earlier and zero otherwise and 

Unincorporated Two Years Ago equals one if the person is unincorporated two years earlier and zero 

otherwise. Consequently, the minimum age is 27 years. The sample includes observations of reported zero 

earnings by the self‐employed.  All dummy variables are defined exclusively. Salaried workers are the excluded 

category. For the years in which an individual does not work either as salaried or as self‐employed, those 

observations are excluded. All specifications control for year, industry, and occupation fixed effects as well as 

standard Mincerian characteristics: dummy variables for six education categories and a quartic expression for 

potential work experience.  The sample mean hourly earnings of salaried workers is 24.2. Standard errors are 

in parentheses. In the OLS regressions, the reported standard errors are clustered at the individual level and 

corrected for heteroskedasticity. For the quantile regressions, we confirm the reported findings when 

computing the bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates based on 500 random samples with 

replacement. The symbols ***, **, and * signify significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels 

respectively.

% Difference from Salaried Worker Mean Wages

Table 9: Instrumental Variables Estimates of Hourly Earnings, NLSY79

OLS 2SLS
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Controlling for Person FE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Incorporated 11.779***9.272*** 4.289*** 3.879** 5.300*** 5.037*** 1.427*** 1.432***

(2.209) (2.018) (1.595) (1.614) (0.509) (0.593) (0.267) (0.303)

Unincorporated ‐0.610 0.281 ‐0.504 ‐0.426 ‐2.572*** ‐1.770*** ‐0.771*** ‐0.810***

(1.047) (1.040) (0.683) (0.684) (0.321) (0.357) (0.168) (0.183)

Incorporated Past 4.671*** 2.414* 1.458*** ‐0.063

(1.657) (1.373) (0.389) (0.199)

Unincorporated Past ‐1.959*** ‐1.734** ‐1.393*** 0.074

(0.668) (0.829) (0.218) (0.111)

Incorporated 48.6% 38.3% 17.7% 16.0% 26.3% 25.0% 7.1% 7.1%

Unincorporated ‐2.5% 1.2% ‐2.1% ‐1.8% ‐12.8% ‐8.8% ‐3.8% ‐4.0%

Individual Effects No No Yes Yes No No Yes^ Yes^

Year Person Observations 21858 21858 21858 21858 21858 21858 21858 21858

Note: This table reports OLS and quantile regressions for white males working full‐time, full‐year. All dummy variables are 

defined exclusively. Salaried workers are the excluded category. Incorporated Past equals one in the years after an individual 

becomes incorporated, even if the person switches to a different employment type, and equals zero before a person becomes 

incorporated self‐employed. Unincorporated Past equals one in the years after an individual becomes unincorporated, even if 

Table 10: Hourly Earnings by Current and Past Employment Type

Mean Median

Type of worker

% Difference from Salaried Worker Mean Wages
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the person switches to a different employment type, and equals zero before a person becomes unincorporated self‐employed. 

The dependent variable in columns (7) and (8) is the difference from each person median hourly earnings. All specifications 

control for year, industry, and occupation fixed effects as well as standard Mincerian characteristics: dummy variables for six 

education categories and a quartic expression for potential work experience. The sample includes observations of reported zero 

earnings by the self‐employed.  For the years in which an individual does not work either as salaried or as self‐employed, those 

observations are excluded. The sample mean and median hourly earnings of salaried workers are 24.2 and 20.1 respectively. 

Standard errors are in parentheses. In the OLS regressions, the reported standard errors are clustered at the individual level and 

corrected for heteroskedasticity. For the quantile regressions, we confirm the reported findings when computing the 

bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates based on 500 random samples with replacement. The symbols ***, 

**, and * signify significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels respectively.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D Incorporated 2.017*** -1.205 -1.401 2.720** 5.741***
(t-4 and t) (0.456) (0.832) (0.900) (1.115) (0.920)

D Unincorporated -1.858*** -2.776*** -2.645*** -1.283 0.408
(t-4 and t) (0.316) (0.443) (0.508) (0.796) (0.902)

D Incorporated 9.6% -5.7% -6.7% 12.9% 27.3%

D Unincorporated -8.8% -13.2% -12.6% -6.1% 1.9%

Year Person Observations 13351 3295 2337 4437 3282

% Difference from Salaried Worker Mean Wages

Note: This table provides estimates of the change in residual hourly earnings associated with 
changes of employment type, while splitting the sample based on the person’s history of illicit 
activity as a youth and the person’s salaried wages. In particular, a person is classified as High 
Wage if he earned above the average residual wages as a salaried worker and Low Wage if he 
earned below the average. A person is classified as High Illicit if he engaged in above the average 
amount of illicit activities as reported in 1979 and Low Illicit otherwise. Based on these 
classifications, the table reports the results of regressing changes in earnings over a four-year 
horizon on changes of employment type for four subsamples and the full sample. Specifically, D 
Incorporated equals: one if the person is incorporated this year but was not incorporated four 
years ago; negative one if the person is not incorporated this year but was incorporated four 
years ago; and zero if the person did not change into our out of incorporated self-employment 
from four years ago to this year. And, correspondingly, D Unincorporated equals: one if the 
person is unincorporated this year but was not unincorporated four years ago; negative one if the 
person is not unincorporated this year but was unincorporated four years ago; and zero if the 
person did not change into our out of unincorporated self-employment from four years ago to 
this year. The table reports quantile regressions for white males working full-time, full-year this 
year and four years ago. All dummy variables are defined exclusively. Salaried workers are the 
excluded category. The sample includes observations of reported zero earnings by the self-
employed.  For the years in which an individual does not work either as salaried or as self-
employed, those observations are excluded. All specifications control for year, industry, and 
occupation fixed effects as well as standard Mincerian characteristics: dummy variables for six 
education categories and a quartic expression for potential work experience. The sample median 
hourly earnings of salaried workers is 20.1. Standard errors are in parentheses. We confirm the 
reported findings when computing the bootstrapped standard errors of the coefficient estimates 
based on 500 random samples with replacement. The symbols ***, **, and * signify significance 

 h   f     l l  l

Table 11: Change in Hourly Earnings when Switching Employment Type by Illicit Activity and 
Salaried Wages

All Low Wage-
Low Illicit

Low Wage-
High Illicit

High 
Wage-Low 

High 
Wage-
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Incorporated 356.146*** 131.584*** 340.309*** 144.394***
(48.615) (44.268) (46.018) (42.626)

Unincorporated 178.685*** 97.036*** 284.978*** 140.149***
(29.656) (28.283) (28.825) (28.368)

Controlling for Person FE No Yes No Yes

Year Person Observations 34288 25523 34288 25523

Note: This table provides estimates of the mean annual hours worked by salaried and 
self-employed incorporated and unincorporated workers. All dummy variables are 
defined exclusively. Salaried workers are the excluded category. All specifications 
control for year, industry, and occupation fixed effects as well as standard Mincerian 
characteristics: dummy variables for six education categories and a quartic expression 
for potential work experience, as well as AFQT, Self-Esteem, Rotter Locus of Control 
and an Illicit Activity Index. The reported standard errors in parentheses are clustered 
at the individual level and corrected for heteroskedasticity. The symbols ***, **, and * 
signify significance at the one, five, and ten percent levels respectively.

Table 12: Annual Hours Worked by Type of Employment

All Workers Full-Time Full-Year
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Figure 1a: Incorporated Workers 2, 4, 6 and 8 Years Later 

Un Incorporated Incorporated Salaried

Note: The figure provides information on the employment types in which incorporated self-employed are working 2, 4, 6, and 8 years later. 
Thus, the red line indicates the proportion of incorporated self-employed who are working as incorporated self-employed 2, 4, 6, and 8 years 
later. The green indicates the proportion of incorporated who are salaried workers 2, 4, 6, and 8 years later, and so forth.  
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Figure 1b: Unincorporated Workers 2, 4, 6 and 8 Years Later 

Un Incorporated Incorporated Salaried

Note: The figure provides information on the employment types in which unincorporated self-employed are working 2, 4, 6, and 8 years later. 
Thus, the red line indicates the proportion of unincorporated self-employed who are working as unincorporated self-employed 2, 4, 6, and 8 
years later. The green indicates the proportion of unincorporated who are salaried workers 2, 4, 6, and 8 years later, and so forth.  
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Figure 2a: Hourly Earnings Gap between Incorporated and Salaried 
 

Adjusting for observables

Adjusting for person median earnings

Adjusting for person fixed effect

This figure depicts the quantile regression coefficients of hourly earnings (or the change in hourly earnings) on incorporated  
self-employment (or the change into or out of incorporated self-employment). The dependent variables are (i) residual 
 hourly earnings, (ii) deviations of residual hourly earnings from a persons’ median hourly earnings and the  
(iii) change in residual hourly earnings over the past 4 years, where residual earnings are obtained from a wage regression  
that controls for education (six categories), potential experience (quartic), AFQT, Rosenberg self-esteem, Rotter Locus of  
Control, and the Illicit Activity Index. The sample includes white males, full-time full-year workers,  
aged 25 years or older. All specifications control for year effects  
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Figure 2b: Hourly Earnings Gap between Unincorporated and Salaried 
 

Adjusting for observables

Adjusting for person median earnings

Adjusting for person fixed effect

This figure depicts the quantile regression coefficients of hourly earnings (or the change in hourly earnings) on unincorporated  
self-employment (or the change into or out of unincorporated self-employment). The dependent variables are (i) residual hourly earnings,  
(ii) deviations of residual hourly earnings from a persons’ median hourly earnings and the (iii) change in residual hourly earnings  
over the past 4 years, where residual earnings are obtained from a wage regression that controls for education (six categories), 
 potential experience (quartic), AFQT, Rosenberg self-esteem, Rotter Locus of Control, and the Illicit Activity Index.  
The sample includes white males, full-time full-year workers, aged 25 years or older. All specifications control for year effects 
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Figure 3: Sorting into Employment Types and Comparative Earnings 
                                                                                                             
 

 
 
Note: Based on the model developed in the text, this figure graphs the potential earnings of an individual 
with particular cognitive and noncognitive traits as (1) incorporated self-employed (indicated by the WI), 
(2) unincorporated self-employed (indicated by the WU line), or (3) a salaried worker (indicated by the WS 
line). Consistent with the empirical findings, the slope of the WI line is steeper than the unincorporated 
and salaried earnings lines because incorporated self-employment is a comparatively human capital-
intensive activity. Also consistent with the empirical evidence, the slope of the WU line is flatter than the 
incorporated and salaried earning lines as unincorporated self-employment is comparatively intensive in 
base labor. The intercept of the WI earnings line is drawn below the intercepts of the earnings lines of the 
other employment types because, as discussed in Section II, (a) taxes, fees, and other costs associated 
with incorporation are comparatively high. The WI intercept for a particular individual will be higher (or 
lower) when the person’s mixture of cognitive and noncognitive traits are comparatively productive 
(unproductive) in incorporated self-employment. The intercept of the WU earnings line is drawn above the 
intercepts of the incorporated and salaried earnings lines because, as discussed in the text, the “taxes” 
associated with owning an unincorporated business are comparatively low. The WU intercept for an 
individual will be correspondingly higher if the person’s mixture of cognitive and noncognitive traits are 
comparatively productive in unincorporated self-employment. For an individual, 𝑊𝐽

𝑝50 is the median 
earnings in employment type J. Thus, people with different mixtures of cognitive and noncognitive traits 
will face different earnings options associated with the different employment types, i.e., they will face 
different intercepts and slopes for the WI and WU lines.                                                      
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